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Welcome to the Tor Imports 2023 Edition 
of the New World Cigars publication, 
showcasing our extensive range of the “Best 
of the Best” cigars from around the globe.
2022 saw us celebrate our 30th Anniversary. We 
are very grateful to all of the retailers and the cigar 
community who joined us at almost a hundred 
Trienta Aniversario Cigar Events around the UK 
helping us celebrate our milestone. This helped 
make 2022 a record year for Hand Made New 
World Cigars imported into the UK.

Like a good wine, Tor have matured and grown into 
the UK’s leading Importer of New World Cigars, 
originating from Nicaragua, Dominican Republic, 
Honduras and Mexico.

Over the past few years, consistent supply has 
been an issue across the world, mainly caused by 
Covid-19 working restrictions, the Cigar Boom and 
shortage of key materials and resources to produce 
cigars in a timely manner, without affecting quality.

Tor’s strategic objective of partnering with 
manufacturers who are Vertically Integrated and in 
control of their own farming, production and have 
their own box-making facilities, has given us a clear 
supply advantage and enabled us to build stocks 
which in turn, has enabled us to keep any supply 
issues to a minimum.

It is our mission to select and introduce the Best of 
the Best rated cigar ranges from across the World 
and offer first class service and the best quality of 
handmade cigars available in the UK. To help us 
achieve this, we have invested heavily in bespoke 
storage facilities which includes one of the largest 
purpose-built storage humidors in the UK that 
controls temperature and humidity and ensures that 
every cigar leaves our bond in perfect condition. 

We have also implemented a tailored, HMRC-
approved operating system that allows us to control 
our inventory and maximise our product availability.

We have a thorough and careful supplier selection 
process to make sure that the majority of our family-
owned cigar partners are responsible for their 
own tobacco farming. Understanding their vertical 
supply chain helps us guarantee consistently high-
quality cigars for our customers.

The majority of our cigar maker partners give 
something back to their local communities through 
academic scholarships for their workers and poor 
families in their communities. It is our preference to 
work with partners who offer health programmes 
and subsidised childcare for their staff, as well as 
support programmes for children with disabilities.

Almost all our New World Cigar partners are 
family owned and operated, and have fair pay 
and gender equality policies in place. The New 
World Cigar community takes their environmental 
responsibilities seriously, including the planting of 
thousands of precious species of trees, investing 
in sustainable growing practises, including drip 
irrigation and organic production, and sponsoring 
programmes that build emergency housing for the 
poorest families in their regions.

Through our partners, we proudly represent 11 out 
of the 19 No1 rated cigars since Cigar Aficionado 
inaugurated the award in 2004. All of these award-
winning companies are family-owned businesses 
and in recent years, Tor have proudly been 
rewarded with various prestigious awards from the 
UK Cigar industry for our range, our service and 
our support.

This recognition motivates us to continuously 
innovate and identify fresh ideas that help us 

Welcome
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improve and bring new experiences and high-quality 
products to our customers and their consumers.

Looking ahead to 2023, our own brand Charatan will 
achieve its 160th Anniversary since Fredrick Charatan 
opened a tobacco shop in Mansell Street, London in 
1863, making it one of the oldest New World Cigars in 
the world.

We purchased Charatan from Dunhill Tobacco of 
London in 2017 and during our ownership, the brand 
continues to go from strength to strength and today it 
remains as our No1 Best Selling range in our portfolio.

Watch this space for some very special commemorative 
products and events as the year progresses.

As well as big year ahead for Charatan, we have a 
series of new supplier and product launches lined up 
so that we keep the UK market fresh and exciting for the 
consumer. 

Scott Vines
Managing Director
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Major Cigar Producing Countries – Quantity and Quality 

The four Major Cigar Producing Countries in the World are: -

• No 1. Nicaragua

• No 2. Dominican Republic

• No 3. Cuba

• No 4. Honduras

Other cigar making countries are Mexico, Costa Rica, Brazil, Peru, 
Philippines and USA. Over 80% of the global cigars are produced in 
New World Cigar producing countries.

In terms of quality, of the 19 winners of No 1 rated Cigar of the Year by 
the influential Cigar Aficionado, the country breakdown is as follows: 

Tor Imports are exclusive importers for the following award winning 
companies: -

Nicaragua - Padron – 4 times winners

Nicaragua - My Father Cigars – 2 times winners

Nicaragua - Oliva

Nicaragua - AJ Fernandez

Nicaragua - Quesada

Dominican Republic - La Flor Dominicana

Honduras - Alec Bradley

Nicaragua Dominican Republic Cuba Honduras
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New World Cigar Guarantee

Every box that leaves our warehouse carries the New World Cigar symbol. This symbol guarantees:

•  Every box has been shipped from their country of origin directly to Tor Imports Ltd.

•    The cigars have been stored in a perfect humidified and temperature-controlled environment in our purpose 
built 150sq metre humidor.

•  The cigars have been checked by experts prior to leaving our humidor.

•  All UK Tobacco Duties have been paid.

•  Every box carries the correct UK Health Warnings.

•    The cigars have been officially registered with Public Health England in line with the Tobacco  
Products Directive 2.

Look for the New World Cigars stamp on your  
box of cigars in the UK – this guarantees that  

the cigars have been imported directly from each cigar 
maker in the ‘New World’ by its appointed distributor  

Tor Imports and that the cigars have been shipped and 
stored in perfect humidified condition by experts.

The cigars have also passed an additional UK inspection 
and quality check, all UK duties are paid and the correct 

Health Warnings have been applied.

You can take confidence in knowing that these cigars 
have been carefully selected for the UK, not only for  

the quality of workmanship, but also for what the New 
World Cigar makers are giving back to their  

local communities.

90% of New World Cigar makers are family  
owned and operated, of which 50% of  

the staff are women.

The average minimum salary is 20 to 30%  
higher than the average minimum salary in  

the rest of the industries in Nicaragua, Honduras  
and Dominican Republic.

It is common for the New World Cigar makers to have health 
programs in place for their staff, subsidized childcare, and 
support programs for children with disabilities, academic 
scholarships to their workers and provide scholarships for 

poor families in their communities.

The New World Cigar community take their environmental 
responsibilities seriously, including the planting of 

thousands of precious species of trees, investment in 
sustainable growing practices, including drip irrigation 

and organic production and sponsor programs for building 
emergency housing for the poorest families in their regions.

Look for the  stamp on every box of New  
World Cigars as your sign of quality. 

Look for the New World Cigars stamp on your  
box of cigars in the UK – this guarantees that  

the cigars have been imported directly from each cigar 
maker in the ‘New World’ by its appointed distributor  

Tor Imports and that the cigars have been shipped and 
stored in perfect humidified condition by experts.

The cigars have also passed an additional UK inspection 
and quality check, all UK duties are paid and the correct 

Health Warnings have been applied.

You can take confidence in knowing that these cigars 
have been carefully selected for the UK, not only for  

the quality of workmanship, but also for what the New 
World Cigar makers are giving back to their  

local communities.

90% of New World Cigar makers are family  
owned and operated, of which 50% of  

the staff are women.

The average minimum salary is 20 to 30%  
higher than the average minimum salary in  

the rest of the industries in Nicaragua, Honduras  
and Dominican Republic.

It is common for the New World Cigar makers to have health 
programs in place for their staff, subsidized childcare, and 
support programs for children with disabilities, academic 
scholarships to their workers and provide scholarships for 

poor families in their communities.

The New World Cigar community take their environmental 
responsibilities seriously, including the planting of 

thousands of precious species of trees, investment in 
sustainable growing practices, including drip irrigation 

and organic production and sponsor programs for building 
emergency housing for the poorest families in their regions.

Look for the  stamp on every box of New  
World Cigars as your sign of quality. 
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Padron 1926 40th Anniversary - Rated No 1 Cigar of the Year 2004 by Cigar 
Aficionado. On occasion Padron craft special releases to commemorate significant 
family events. The Padron 1926 40th Anniversary was created to celebrate the 40th 
Anniversary of Padron Cigars. These cigars offer refined tobacco aged five to ten years 
then blended to create an exceptionally smooth, complex, balanced and full-bodied flavour.

Padron 1926 No9 Maduro - Rated No 1 Cigar of the Year 2007 by Cigar 
Aficionado. The 1926 Serie premiered in 2002 to commemorate Jose O. Padron’s 75th 
birthday. Continuing Padron tradition this series is offered in a box-pressed format and 
uses refined tobacco aged five to ten years, then blended to create an exceptionally 
smooth, complex, balanced and full-bodied flavour.

Casa Magna Colorado Robusto - Rated No1 Cigar of the Year 2008 by Cigar 
Aficionado. This cigar has a bold heart of Cuban-seed tobacco, all of it grown in two 
very different regions in Nicaragua - Esteli & Jalapa. Together they combine to create a 
full flavoured cigar, full of rich coffee notes and balanced by a cedary sweetness with a 
hint of raisins. The word ‘Colorado’ in the brand name refers to the dark, slightly reddish 
hue of the wrapper.

Padron Family Reserve No 45 Maduro - Rated No 1 Cigar of the Year 2009 
by Cigar Aficionado. Signifying special family dates, these cigars are individually hand 
crafted from tobacco aged ten years. Once exclusive to the Padron family the Family 
Reserve is now available to all cigar smokers.

Alec Bradley Prensado Churchill - Rated No 1 Cigar of the Year 2011 by Cigar 
Aficionado. Box pressed in the true Cuban tradition. Medium-full, with Honduran and 
Nicaraguan long-fillers procured from small yield farms. The Trojes Corojo wrapper provides 
power and flavour. A truly classic smoke.

My Father Flor De Las Antillas Toro - Rated No 1 Cigar of the Year 2012 by 
Cigar Aficionado. The Flor De Las Antillas brand was launched in the USA in May 
2012 using a variety of Nicaraguan tobaccos, My Father’s trademark double binder 
and a wrapper leaf grown in the open sunlight. Delicious from the first puff, with notes of 
nutmeg, white pepper and just enough strength without being overpowering.

Oliva Serie V Melanio Figurado - Rated No 1 Cigar of the Year 2014 by Cigar 
Aficionado. This cigar is hand rolled using expertly fermented ligero fillers. The long filler 
tobaccos are a blend of Oliva Nicaraguan Habano that emphasizes tobacco from the 
Jalapa region which produces a particularly flavoured smoke.

My Father Le Bijou (The Jewel) 1922 Torpedo – Rated No 1 Cigar of the 
Year 2015 by Cigar Aficionado. Jose ‘Pepin’ Garcia made this cigar in honour of his 
father who was born in 1922. Finished with a Habano O.O Oscuro wrapper, this is a full 
bodied blend with an exquisite and exceptional aroma.

Page 
143

Page 
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Page 
146

Page 
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Page  
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Page  
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Page 
128

Number One Cigars

Page  
44
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La Flor Dominicana Andalusian Bull - Rated No 1 Cigar of the Year 2016 by 
Cigar Aficionado. The La Flor Dominicana Andalusian Bull is a truly new concept within 
La Flor Dominicana’s portfolio of fine cigars. The size is based on an old cigar mould that 
Litto Gomez found in Belgium. First impressions are bold and savoury with strong notes of 
hickory and leather but it continues to take on a complex spiciness of saffron and cumin 
as well as a slight tangy note that brings the strength and spice together.

Aging Room Quattro Nicaragua Maestro by AJ Fernandez - Rated No1 
Cigar 2019 by Cigar Aficionado. The Aging Room Quattro Nicaragua Maestro is the 
first Aging Room cigar to be made outside of the Dominican Republic and uses only 
Nicaraguan tobacco to form the distinctive taste of this cigar. The flavour is complex and 
develops throughout the smoke, turning from rich and heavy with notes of wood and dark 
chocolate, to subtle and sweet hints of caramel and almonds. This complex blend of 
Nicaraguan tobacco has created a wonderful full-bodied cigar, with an excellent draw 
and burn and a delicious taste and aroma.

Bellas Artes Maduro Robusto by AJ Fernandez - Rated No1 Cigar 2019 
by Cigar Journal. The second line to be introduced under the AJ Fernandez Bellas Artes 
series, this cigar has a combination of a Brazilian Mata Fina wrapper and Mexican San 
Andres binder that is rather unusual but highly appreciated. Right from the start this perfect 
cigar is expressive. It offers the scent of bread, spices, cacao, sweetness, nutty, woody 
and leathery aromas. The intense aromas are carried by a gentle saltiness, pepper and 
acidity.

Padron 1964 Anniversary Series Torpedo - Rated No1 Cigar 2021 by Cigar 
Aficionado. The 1964 Anniversary Series was introduced in 1994 to commemorate 
Padron’s 30th Anniversary. All tobacco used in this limited production series is aged for 
four years creating a smooth and complex flavour. Big notes of chocolate and coffee 
bean harmonize with earthy and nutty impressions, backed by touches of wood, nutmeg 
and walnut, make for a rich and balanced cigar.

Perdomo Reserve 10th Anniversary Maduro Epicure - Rated No1 Cigar 
2021 by Cigar Journal. The Reserve 10th Anniversary Maduro is a Nicaraguan puro 
blended with a dark, oily 6 year old Cuban seed Nicaraguan wrapper that has been 
bourbon barrel aged for an additional 14 months and is paired with 6 year old Cuban 
seed Nicaraguan binder and filler tobaccos. This box pressed medium to full cigar 
has naturally sweet flavours of cocoa, espresso, caramel and pepper that produces a 
smooth and soft smoke.

Padrón Family Reserve No95 - Rated No1 Cigar 2022 by Cigar Journal. The 
No95 is named after Padrón founder José Orlando Padrón, who founded Padrón Cigars 
in Miami in 1964. He died in 2017 at the age of 91. In 2021 he would have been 95 
years old. The No95 is a complex, spicy, peppery Gordo with base notes of earth, lush 
aromas of cedar, leather and cocoa as well as cloves. From time to time, coffee notes 
and more sweetness come to the fore.

Page 
144

Page 
12

Page 
155

Page 
152
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Raised in Cuba and steeped in the rich tradition of the Fernandez cigar legacy, AJ Fernandez produces 
unparalleled premium cigars in Esteli, Nicaragua. Ensuring superior quality, the day-to-day operations are 

managed under the watchful eye of AJ and his father Ismael, with assistance from the rest of his extended family.

Through a fusion of inherited Cuban techniques and learned patience, Fernandez filler tobaccos are grown 
from prized seeds which are proprietary only to his family, making them one of the hottest properties in the 

cigar industry today with high quality and flavourful cigars.

Each brand is a unique smoking experience, a testament to AJ’s talent as a tobacco farmer and blender. 
All components of each blend are selected based on strength, aroma and flavour in order to achieve a 

smooth and balanced smoking experience. AJ is truly a master of the fine art of balancing a cigar, always 
finding that perfect sweet spot of richness and flavour. This commitment and talent was recognised in 2022 
when AJ received the Cigar Journal Lifetime Achievement Trophy & AJ Fernandez Cigars was named UK 

Cigar Producer of the Year at a prestigious award ceremony in London.

Such is the quality, AJ Fernandez achieved an industry first by being rewarded with No 1 Cigar of the Year 
in 2019 by both the Cigar Aficionado and Cigar Journal!

CIGAR AFICIONADO
Top 25 Cigars  

2022 No. 14
2021 No. 14
2019 No. 1
2017 No. 12
2016 No. 20

CIGAR JOURNAL
Trophy Awards

2022  Lifetime Achievement – 
AJ Fernandez

2021 Best Value Nicaragua
2019 Best Value Nicaragua

CIGAR JOURNAL
Top 25 Cigars

2022 No. 9
2021 No. 5
2021 No. 24
2020 No. 4
2020 No. 11
2020 No. 14
2019 No. 1 
2018 No. 2
2017 No. 11
2016 No. 6
2014 No. 1 
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Today, you’d be forgiven if the name Aging Room creates a bit of confusion. There are a lot of 
different Aging Rooms made in different factories. The crowning achievement, however,  
is the Aging Room Quattro Nicaragua Maestro made by AJ Fernandez in Nicaragua,  

Cigar Aficionado’s 2019 Cigar of the Year.

Aging Room Quattro Nicaragua

Wrapper: Nicaragua

Binder: Nicaragua

Filler: Nicaragua

Strength: Medium to Full

Maestro
6 x 52

20

This is the first Aging Room cigar to be made outside of the Dominican Republic and uses  
only Nicaraguan tobacco to form the distinctive taste of this cigar. The flavour is complex 
and develops throughout the smoke, turning from rich and heavy with notes of wood and 
dark chocolate, to subtle and sweet hints of caramel and almonds. This complex blend of 

Nicaraguan tobacco has created a wonderful full-bodied cigar, with an excellent draw and 
burn and a delicious taste and aroma.
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Bellas Artes Maduro

The second line to be introduced under the AJ Fernandez Bellas Artes series, Bellas Artes Maduro 
Robusto was awarded Cigar of the Year 2019 by Cigar Journal. The combination of a Brazilian 
Mata Fina wrapper and a Mexican San Andres binder is rather unusual but highly appreciated.

Wrapper: Brazilian Mata Fina

Binder: Mexican San Andres

Filler: Nicaragua

Strength: Full

Robusto Maduro
51/2 x 52

20

Right from the start, this perfect cigar is expressive. It offers the scent of bread, spices, cacao, 
sweetness, nutty, woody and leathery aromas. The intense aromas are carried by  

a gentle saltiness, pepper and acidity.
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Bellas Artes Habano

Decadent and superb in flavour and aroma, Bellas Artes Habano stands as a true testament to the 
fine art of cigar making. A proprietary AJ Fernandez hybrid wrapper plays the perfect complement 

to the special binder from Quilali and premium fillers from Nicaragua, Honduras and Brazil.

Wrapper: AJF Hybrid Rojita

Binder: Quilali

Filler: Nicaragua, Honduras, Brazil

Strength: Medium

Each aged premium cut of tobacco combines to provide the most extravagant and sumptuous 
smoking experience. This Spanish box-pressed cigar will spoil your palate with notes of cream, 

white pepper, cinnamon and orange peel.

Robusto Habano
51/2 x 52

20
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Enclave Habano

Handmade in Estelí, Nicaragua, the spirit of the Enclave lays within the special brotherhood 
created by those who enjoy a fine premium cigar.

Wrapper: Habano Rosado 
Ecuador

Binder: Cameroon

Filler: Nicaragua

Strength: Medium to Full

The rich Habano Rosado wrapper from Ecuador compliments a decadent Cameroon binder. AJF 
Piloto Cubano and AJF Select Nicaraguan fillers greets the cigar aficionado with notes of pepper, 

spice, cedar and cinnamon.

Robusto
5 x 52

20
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Enclave Connecticut

The Enclave Connecticut is an offshoot of the darker broadleaf wrapped Enclave Habano line 
that debuted in 2018. The Enclave Connecticut is exclusively for international markets and is not 

available in the USA.

An Ecuadorian Connecticut wrapper covers binder and filler tobaccos grown on AJ Fernandez 
farms in Nicaragua. This cigar has a mix of spices, herbs and woods with notes of hazelnut  

and cream. A smooth and well balanced smoke.

Wrapper: Ecuador Connecticut

Binder: Nicaragua

Filler: Nicaragua

Strength: Medium

Robusto
5 x 52

20

Toro
6 x 52

20
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Last Call Habano
The first blend to be introduced under the AJ Fernandez Portfolio Series, Last Call was originally 

blended as a small batch cigar handed out to cigar lovers lucky enough to visit AJ’s factories and 
farms. Last Call is now available as a regular production brand.

Wrapper: Habano Rosado Ecuador

Binder: Nicaragua

Filler: Nicaragua

Strength: Medium

A delicious Ecuadorian Rosado Habano wrapper envelopes a binder and select fillers from 
Nicaragua. Medium bodied, this quick smoke delivers quite a punch with notes of black pepper, 

cedar, nuts and cinnamon.

Geniales
41/2 x 48

25
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Last Call Maduro

The second blend to be introduced under the AJ Fernandez Last Call series, Last Call Maduro is 
the perfect way to enjoy this medium to full Nicaraguan puro Maduro cigar.

Wrapper: Pennsylvanian 
broadleaf-seed grown in 
Nicaragua

Binder: Nicaragua

Filler: Nicaragua

Strength: Medium to Full

A unique Pennsylvanian broadleaf-seed wrapper grown in Nicaragua by AJ himself, 
complements the Nicaraguan binder and filler of this Last Call cigar. Medium to full bodied,  

this quick smoke delivers quite a punch with sweet notes and flavours of black pepper, cedar, 
nuts and cinnamon.

Chiquitas
31/2 x 50

25

Geniales
41/2 x 48

25
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New World Dorado

The latest release in the AJ Fernandez New World Series could be considered an estate cigar of 
sorts. The New World Dorado consists primarily of tobacco from the Fernandez Dorado farm in
Esteli; according to AJ Fernandez, the soil on the farm has a golden hue which is unusual as most 

of the earth in Esteli tends to be an ashen shade of dark grey. This golden appearance inspired the 
name as the word dorado means ‘golden’ in Spanish. The Dorado farm is only five years old and 

the New World Dorado brand uses tobacco from its first harvest.

Wrapper: Habano Sun Grown

Nicaragua

Binder: Nicaragua

Filler: Nicaragua

Strength: Medium

New World Dorado’s all Nicaraguan blend is made up of a Sun Grown Habano wrapper and 
Criollo 98 binder both from the Dorado farm, and while there’s some tobacco in the in the filler 

from two other tobacco fields – one in Condega and a different farm in Esteli – the rest of the filler 
blend incorporates leaf from the Dorado plantation. This medium box pressed cigar has notes of 

white pepper, cedar and cinnamon with a hearty, nutty finish.

Gordito
51/2 x 60

10

Robusto
51/2 x 52

10

Toro
6 x 54

10
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New World Oscuro Redondo

What was once a limited edition cigar available only to members of the Tobacconist’s  
Association of America is now a regular production size available to everyone. Translating  

to ‘round’ in Spanish, Redondo is the only Parejo shape in the otherwise box pressed  
New World Oscuro brand.

Wrapper: Dark Nicaragua

Binder: Jalapa

Filler: Blend of Ometepe,  
Condega and Estelí

Strength: Medium to Full

This special cigar is composed of the same all Nicaraguan tobacco as the rest of the Oscuro 
range and rolled in Nicaragua at the AJ Fernandez factory. Notes of coffee, pepper, wood  

and chocolate enthral and entertain the palate.

Redondo Toro
61/2 x 55

20
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New World Puro Especial
AJ and his father Ismael have yet again redefined the classic taste of a Nicaraguan Puro!  

This incredible blend has been in the works for a few years and AJ has used the best tobacco  
from his various select farms in Estelí, Nicaragua.

Wrapper: Nicaragua Habano

Binder: Nicaragua Habano

Filler: Nicaragua

Strength: Medium

Medium bodied, perfectly balanced, with notes of nuts and a sweet finish.  
Aged to perfection!

Robusto
51/2 x 52

20
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New World Oscuro

AJ’s first collaboration with his father Ismael is a nod to the discovery of tobacco by Christopher 
Columbus and its introduction to the rest of the world in 1492.  

The New World Oscuro is a true work of art blended with the finest tobaccos found  
in the four main tobacco regions of Nicaragua. 

Wrapper: Dark Nicaragua

Binder: Jalapa

Filler: Blend of Ometepe,  
Condega and Estelí

Strength: Medium to Full

Hand selected wrapper and fillers from Estelí, Ometepe, Condega and Jalapa are showcased 
in a beautiful medium to full-bodied box pressed cigar. Notes of coffee, pepper, wood and 

chocolate enthral and entertain the palate.

Navegante Robusto
51/2 x 55

21
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New World Oscuro Petit Corona

Just like the New World Navegante Robusto, these smaller smokes are handmade  
at the AJ Fernandez factory in Nicaragua and contain the same all Nicaraguan blend -  

a dark Oscuro wrapper from Esteli with a Jalapa binder and filler from Ometepe,  
Condega and Esteli.

Wrapper: Dark Nicaragua

Binder: Jalapa

Filler: Blend of Ometepe,  
Condega and Estelí

Strength: Medium to Full

A medium to full bodied cigar with notes of coffee, pepper, wood and  
chocolate that enthral and entertain the palate.

Petit Corona
4 x 36
5 x 5
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Blend 15 by AJ Fernandez is the first time that AJ has ventured into premium bundled cigars.  
These cigars are 100% Nicaraguan Puros, handmade long filler cigars. Blend 15 will give 
consumers the opportunity to purchase an AJ Fernandez cigar at a more affordable offer  

and enjoy the fine quality that comes from the discipline, passion and great tobacco  
that is AJ Fernandez.

Wrapper: Nicaragua

Binder: Nicaragua

Filler: Nicaragua

Strength: Medium

This is a medium smoke with all the quality that comes as standard from any AJ production.  
AJ has put a lot of emphasis on how this product looks and tastes and that it is as good as any 

cigar coming from the AJ Fernandez factory.

Short Robusto
31/2 x 50

15

Robusto
5 x 50

15

Toro
6 x 50

15
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Premium Sampler
5 Premium AJ Fernandez Robusto cigars in a handy sampler pack

Wrapper: Habano Rosado Ecuador 

Binder: Nicaragua

Filler: Nicaragua

Wrapper: Habano Rosado Ecuador

Binder: Cameroon

Filler: Nicaragua

Wrapper: Ecuadorian Connecticut

Binder: Honduras

Filler: Nicaragua, Dominican Republic

Wrapper: Nicaragua Habano

Binder: Nicaragua Habano

Filler: Nicaragua

Wrapper: Cameroon

Binder: Nicaragua

Filler: Nicaragua

Last Call Habano
A medium cigar

Enclave Habano
A medium to full cigar

San Lotano Connecticut
A medium cigar

New World Puro Especial
A medium cigar

New World Cameroon
A medium cigar
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Toro Sampler
A fantastic sampler pack to try five different AJ Fernandez blends

Wrapper: Dark Nicaragua

Binder: Jalapa

Filler: Blend of Ometepe, Condega  
and Esteli

Wrapper: Brazilian Habano

Binder: Nicaragua

Filler: AJ Select Nicaragua, Honduras

Wrapper: Nicaragua Habano

Binder: Nicaragua Habano

Filler: Nicaragua

Wrapper: Brazilian Mata Fina

Binder: Mexican San Andres

Filler: Nicaragua

Wrapper: Habano Rosado Ecuador

Binder: Cameroon

Filler: Nicaragua

New World Oscuro
A medium to full cigar

San Lotano Requiem Habano
A medium to full cigar

New World Puro Especial
A medium cigar

Bella Artes Maduro
A full cigar

Enclave
A medium to full cigar
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In 1996, Alan Rubin used part of his proceeds from the sale of the family hardware business to 
launch a new cigar company – Alec Bradley named after Rubin’s two sons, Alec and Bradley. 

After failed initial schemes at producing cigars targeted at golf courses and flavoured after-dinner 
cigars, Rubin managed to carve out a tenuous niche selling budget-priced cigars to tobacconists. 

Many new innovative cigars were launched over the next 11 years until Alec Bradley achieved 
its major breakthrough with the introduction of a new full-bodied line called “Tempus” which was 

rated 94/100 by Cigar Aficionado magazine. 

Global success was achieved after the Alec Bradley Prensado Churchill was rated No. 1 Cigar 
of the Year 2011 by Cigar Aficionado magazine, followed by the company being awarded Best 
Brand and Best Cigar Honduras by Cigar Journal in 2012, 2013 and 2014. Alec Bradley cigars 

are now available in more than 40 countries worldwide.

CIGAR AFICIONADO
Top 25 Cigars  

2022 No. 6
2021 No. 25
2020 No. 7
2019 No. 24
2018 No. 9
2017 No. 5
2016 No. 18
2015 No. 15
2014 No. 16
2013 No. 24
2012 No. 21
2011 No. 1
2010 No. 20
2009 No. 16
2008 No. 25

CIGAR JOURNAL
Trophy Awards

2018 Best Brand Honduras
2016 Best Brand Honduras
2016 Best Cigar Honduras
2014 Best Brand Honduras
2013 Best Brand Honduras
2012 Best Cigar Honduras

CIGAR JOURNAL
Finest 25 Cigars 

2012 No. 15
2011 No. 16

CIGAR JOURNAL
Top 25 Cigars  

2021 No. 16
2020 No. 24
2019 No. 3
2018 No. 9
2016 No. 18
2015 No. 23
2014 No. 20
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“I was inspired by a conversation with my Dad; reminiscing about the simpler times of yesteryear. 
During our chat, he spoke about the types of cigars that he and his buddies once smoked.  

Back in my Dad’s day, cigars were flavourful and hearty – yet, smooth on the palate.  
I went to the factory and blended a cigar to be smoked any time of day, every day.  

That cigar is American Classic.”

American Classic Blend

Wrapper: Honduras

Binder: Nicaragua

Filler: Nicaragua

Strength: Medium

Mature leaf from Honduras and Nicaragua come together to present a top-quality experience. 
Medium in body yet featuring an overall mellowness on the palate from the Honduran Connecticut 

wrapper. A “classic” everyday smoke.

Robusto
5 x 50

24

Corona
51/2 x 42

24

 — Alan Rubin
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Black Market
2016 Cigar Journal Trophy Award - Best Brand Honduras
2014 Cigar Journal Trophy Award - Best Brand Honduras

Wrapper: Nicaragua

Binder: Sumatra

Filler: Panama, Honduras

Strength: Medium to Full

This is definitely one of Alec Bradley’s most popular cigars. A powerful Nicaraguan wrapper leaf and 
flavourful Sumatran binder wrap around fillers from small yield farms in Honduras and Panama. Black 

Market continues to earn ratings of “90” and above, as well as the hearts and palates of smokers 
around the world. An earthy smoke with touches of leather, coffee and spicy notes.

Punk
41/4 x 42

24

Robusto
51/4 x 52

24

Toro
6 x 50

24

Torpedo
61/8 x 54

24

“Every month, for over a year, I had been working on blends with a special tobacco from 
Panama. The unique flavour of Panamanian tobacco, that I so thoroughly enjoy, somehow had 

to be shared with the world. Creating 18 different Panamanian blends, I smoked the third one in 
line and knew this was Black Market! The mystery of Panamanian tobacco and the crate like box 

in which Black Market is displayed illustrates this cigar’s journey.”

 — Alan Rubin
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“I’ve noticed that many cigar enthusiasts know their favourite cigars come from Nicaragua,  
but the exact location remains a mystery. Since the term ‘black market’ alludes to things 

unidentified or shadowy, I felt compelled to bring Esteli, the cigar capital of Nicaragua, out of  
the shadows. Black Market Esteli pays homage to the importance of the city and everything it 

offers to cigar making.”

 — Alan Rubin

Black Market Esteli

Wrapper: Nicaragua

Binder: Honduras/Nicaragua

Filler: Nicaragua

Strength: Medium to Full

A complimentary blend to the Black Market; the Black Market Estelí focuses more on the 
Nicaraguan components of the cigar. The complex blend keeps a similar style to the original, but 

provides the consumer with a unique experience. Notes of caramel and cocoa are balanced by a 
ripe and concentrated dried fruit sweetness.

Robusto
5 x 52

24

Toro
6 x 52

24

Punk
41/4 x 42

24
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“Prensado means a lot to me and the Alec Bradley story. Rolled at Raices Cubanas (‘Cuban 
Roots’) factory, the Prensado was first created to pay homage to the Cuban traditions of cigar 
making rolling the filler ‘entubado,’ triple capping the head and box pressing the finished cigar. 
Blended with proprietary estate grown corojo from the Trojes region of Honduras, Prensado 
would eventually be named Cigar Aficionado “Cigar of the Year,” propelling Alec Bradley’s 

trajectory into cigar culture much quicker than I anticipated.”

Prensado

Wrapper: Honduras

Binder: Nicaragua

Filler: Honduras/Nicaragua

Robusto
5 x 50

24

Corona Gorda
55/8 x 46

24

Churchill
7 x 48

24

Strength: Medium to Full

 — Alan Rubin

Medium-full, with Honduran and Nicaraguan long-fillers procured from small yield farms.  
The Trojes Corojo wrapper provides power and flavour creating a truly classic smoke. Each puff 

delivers a solid profile of spice, earth and wood before a black cherry finish.
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Robusto
5 x 52

24

Gran Toro
61/4 x 52

24

Torpedo
61/2 x 52

24

“Nowadays, it seems production trumps artistry. In premium cigars, though, artisans still produce 
everything by hand, a process that hasn’t changed in hundreds of years. I get nostalgic about the 
days when a large majority of products were made with care, by hand. Prensado Lost Art pays 

homage to those times. Every Prensado Lost Art is traditionally rolled “entubado” - with each  
filler leaf rolled for perfect air flow. The cigars are semi-pressed and finished with a  

traditional triple cap.”

Prensado Lost Art
2018 Cigar Journal Trophy Award - Best Brand Honduras

Wrapper: Honduras

Binder: Honduras/Nicaragua

Filler: Honduras/Nicaragua

Strength: Medium to Full

A cigar with wood and plenty of coffee notes. Pepperiness, sweetness and spices provide a match 
with each other on the palate. A balanced and harmonious smoke.

 — Alan Rubin
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 — Alan Rubin

“A deeper understanding! Project 40 is the search to find a deeper understanding as to why 
cigars have a positive cognitive impact on the mind and body. Similar to music, cigars have a 

calming effect that allows us to feel in control as well as feel rewarded. A proper blend, price and 
experience has been developed for your enjoyment. Take control of your happiness.”

Project 40

Wrapper: Nicaragua

Binder: Habano Brazil

Filler: Nicaragua

Strength: Medium

The draw of this medium cigar is effortless, offering cedary smoke with notes of chocolate, vanilla 
and walnuts with hints of nougat and citrus. Balanced and elegant.

Robusto
5 x 50

24

Toro
6 x 52

24
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 — Alan Rubin

“I contend that a cigar with a proper blend and value proposition, is the key to taking control of 
your happiness. The calming effects of the dark and rich Project 40 Maduro are rewarding to 

enthusiasts, leading to relaxation and the feeling of being in control. The Project 40 Maduro is the 
next chapter of the Experimental Series story. Take control of your happiness, again!”

Project 40 Maduro

Wrapper: San Andres

Binder: Habano Brazil

Filler: Nicaragua

Strength: Medium to Full

This medium full cigar features a dark and oily San Andres wrapper that provides fudgy notes of 
dark chocolate and walnut with hints of cedar, leather and espresso.

Robusto
5 x 50

24

Toro
6 x 52

24
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“La Vega Coyol is one of our exclusive farms in Honduras, named after the majestic Coyol 
palm tree that stands at its entrance. Sharing the same fertile soil of the palm, the tobaccos 

cultivated from La Vega Coyol exhibit great flavour and wonderful aromatics. I blended Alec 
Bradley Coyol for the cigar enthusiast who appreciates rich flavour and aroma. Like a fine 
wine, Coyol is a cigar whose name honours its roots and the land that gave it character.’”

 — Alan Rubin

Coyol

Wrapper: Honduras

Binder: Honduras/Nicaragua

Filler: Honduras/Nicaragua

Strength: Medium

Robust, rustic and an instant classic with cigar devotees worldwide. Sometimes tobacco has  
great aroma or great flavour, the Coyol has both. A must try!

Robusto
5 x 52

24

Gordo
6 x 60

24
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“A great tobacco man once told me - “listen to the tobacco, it will tell you when it’s ready.”  
When I tried a special estate grown premium tobacco from Trojes, Honduras, it spoke to me,  
and I listened. The Trojes tobacco delivered flavors and complexities I had never experienced 

before. The taste was incredible, and the blending process began. Tempus is Latin for time – and 
it took time to learn, grow, blend and age. Tempus Centuria would eventually rate a ‘94’ in Cigar 
Aficionado ,becoming Alec Bradley’s first of many ‘Top 25 Cigars of the Year’. I hope you take the 

time to enjoy this very special cigar!”

Tempus

Wrapper: Honduras

Binder: Honduras

Filler: Honduras /Nicaragua

Strength: Medium to Full

The blend allows for the rich and hearty flavours of Honduran tobacco to come straight through.  
The addition of Nicaraguan long-fillers adds a slightly full flavour profile. Hearty yet with a perfect 

balance. The flavours are strong and spicy with notes of cedar.

Terra Novo
5 x 50

24

Genesis
51/2 x 42

24

 — Alan Rubin
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“During one of my trips to the factory, I set off to create a large cigar with even bigger flavour.  
I played around with a few ideas and came up with an interesting twist, the Texas Lancero. The 

massive 7’’ x 70 ring cigar is finished with a pigtail, a capping technique traditionally reserved for 
the long, thin and nuanced Lancero size. Texas Lancero is a fitting play on words for a large cigar 
that’s remarkably smooth and balanced, with a size and flavour as big as the Lone Star State!.”

Texas Lancero

Wrapper: Nicaragua

Binder: Indonesia

Filler: Honduras /Nicaragua, 
Costa Rica

Strength: Medium

This cigar is built around a four year old Costa Rican filler that has a rich flavour and  
aroma. The Nicaraguan and Honduran tobacco helps to make this cigar a completely  

satisfying experience.

 — Alan Rubin

Lancero
7 x 70

10
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“I am a family man with a passion for cigar making. The company is named after my two sons, 
Alec & Bradley. I truly hoped that when they came of age, they would join me on my journey in 
the premium cigar business. I set aside rare tobaccos for that day, if it came. Crafted with those 
tobaccos, The Lineage is dedicated to my sons, both of whom now work alongside me every 

day, continuing the legacy as second generation cigar makers.”

The Lineage

Wrapper: Honduras

Binder: Nicaragua

Filler: Honduras /Nicaragua

Strength: Medium

Utilizing a Honduran wrapper from the Trojes region, binder from the hills of Nicaragua and a 
filler comprised of rich Honduran and Nicaraguan tobaccos, this complex blend affords a truly 
rich and smooth smoking experience. It’s a toasty, creamy smoke with some salty elements, a bit 

of earth and a toffee sweetness.

Robusto
51/4 x 52

24

Toro
6 x 54

24

Gordo
6 x 60

24

 — Alan Rubin
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Caldwell Cigar Company was created in 2014 with a very simple agenda: to create 
special cigars using well aged rare tobaccos and to enjoy the hell out of what they 
do. They are a business built on friendship and fun whose strategy has always been: 

Creation, Innovation and Ambition. 
 

Caldwell products are built using very well aged and rare tobaccos. They use such aged 
tobacco to provide year-over-year consistency in flavour and experience. Tobacco is a 
crop just like everything else; it has its seasons. The best way to control consistency is to 
age the tobacco for a very long time. Caldwell have always leaned towards tobaccos 
that were harder to procure, or more limited in nature, so that they can deliver a flavour 

that isn’t quite what you are used to.
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Robert Caldwell’s affinity for cigars began after visiting Ernesto Perez- Carrillo’s factory in Little 
Havana when he was just 12 years old. Little did he know that 20 years later he would release 

such a special cigar with Ernesto. Anastasia is Robert Caldwell’s pride and joy. Anastasia closes 
the circle of his journey through the industry back to the spark of initial interest that led to a life 

dedicated to premium cigar manufacturing.

Strength: Medium to Full

Wrapper: 
Binder: 
Filler:

Igor
7 1/2 x 38

25

Officially the cigar is simply called Anastasia but it is actually the fourth cigar to be released 
under this name, previous Anastasia releases had either blue or green bands but this release is the 
Anastasia Yellow Band. It is made in the Dominican Republic but the factory and blend are being 
kept a closely guarded secret. These medium to full bodied cigars have creamy notes of caramel, 

malt and spice with hints of leather and cedar.
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Wrapper: Connecticut Shade  
x Brazilian Mata Fina

Binder: Habana Dominicano

Filler: Dominican Republic

Strength: Mild to medium

Euro Express
51/2 x 44

24

Super Toro
6 x 54

24

Corretto
5 x 50

24

“Enough already. We said it too. Yet rather than giving up, we pushed through to give you this 
bad boy. This is NOT your daddy’s Connecticut. Expect a creamy, smooth, rich, refined, but  

very deep smoking experience.”

 — Robert Caldwell

This cigar has a flavourful, creamy and smooth flavour profile with subtle  
notes of pepper and spice.

Eastern Standard
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Long Live The King is one of the original cigars released in Caldwell’s debut. This is a blend that 
Robert Caldwell originally developed in his factory in Miami before perfecting it in the Dominican 

Republic with William Ventura.

Long Live The King

Wrapper: Dominican Republic

Binder: Dominican Republic

Filler: Nicaragua, Peruvian Pelo de 
Oro

Strength: Full

This is a new, fresh approach to Corojo. It delivers a flavour and complexity that is not drowned 
out by Corojo’s dominant power. The result is a rich, spicy and complex cigar with a hint of 

sweetness to round it off.

Belicoso
5 x 52

24

Petit Dbl Wide  
Short Churchill

6 x 52
24

Marquis
6 x 60

24
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Wrapper: Dominican Republic

Binder: Dominican Republic

Filler: Nicaragua, Peruvian Pelo de Oro

Strength: Medium to Full

Premier
51/2 x 50

24

The Last Payday
6 x 52

24

Manzanita
4 x 42

27

This King Is Dead is an interesting brand that uses uncommon tobaccos. The wrapper is grown 
from a rare Dominican varietal called Negrito and combined with a Dominican Corojo binder, 
the blend is finished with expertly aged Dominican Corojo and Habano long filler tobaccos.

The result of this careful blending is a medium to full cigar with balanced and bold notes of spice, 
chocolate and coffee with hints of maple sweetness.

The King is Dead
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The Quesada family has been a part of the tobacco industry for over a century. When they 
first arrived in Cuba from Spain they were bakers. It was in the late 1800’s that they began 

their tobacco business when a debt to the family was paid with tobacco. In 1929, searching 
for new and different tobaccos, the Quesada family arrived in the Dominican Republic, but the 

company remained based in Havana until the 1960’s.
Manuel Quesada has been making cigars since 1974. His original cigars were mild bodied, 
most of them a blend of Dominican filler and binder tobaccos cloaked with light Connecticut-

seed wrappers. His latest endeavours are bolder, more vibrant smokes. The Casa Magna 
Colorado is his greatest innovation. He joined forces with Nicaragua’s largest grower of 

cigar tobacco, Nestor Plasencia, and created this blend in Plasencia’s Segovia Cigar factory 
in Esteli, Nicaragua.

CIGAR AFICIONADO
Top 25 Cigars  

2022 No. 20
2013 No. 23
2011 No. 10
2010 No. 24
2009 No. 12
2008 No. 1 
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In 2008 the Casa Magna Colorado Robusto was named Cigar of the Year by Cigar Aficionado 
with a rating of 93 points. This cigar has a bold heart of Cuban-seed tobacco, all of it grown in 

two very different regions of Nicaragua; tobacco from Esteli tends to be strong, while that grown in 
Jalapa, to the north, is typically more balanced and elegant.

Casa Magna Colorado

Wrapper: Nicaragua

Binder: Nicaragua

Filler: Nicaragua

Strength: Full

These tobaccos combine to create a full flavoured cigar, full of rich coffee notes and balanced 
by a cedary sweetness with a hint of raisins. The word ‘Colorado’ in the brand name refers to the 

dark, slightly reddish hue of the wrapper.

Torito
43/4 x 60

27

Pikito
43/4 x 42

55

Robusto
51/2 x 52

27

Corona
6 x 46

27
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Liga F is the follow up to the highly rated Colorado line, this new creation is produced at 
Quesada’s Tabacos de Exportación factory in the Dominican Republic. This is notable 

because most Casa Magna’s are or have been rolled at Plasencia Cigars S.A in Estéli, 
Nicaragua. Liga F is meant to represent ‘Liga Fuerte’, ‘Fuerte’ means strong and strength  

is the theme of this full bodied cigar.

Casa Magna Liga F

Wrapper: Sun Grown 
Ecuadorian Corojo

Binder: Dominican Republic

Filler: Dominican Republic, 
Nicaragua

Strength: Full

These cigars feature a sun grown Ecuadorian Corojo wrapper covering a Dominican binder 
and filler tobaccos from both the Dominican Republic and Nicaragua. The result is a bold 

smoke with rich flavours of pepper, oak and coffee with hints of chocolate.

Robusto
5 x 54

10

Toro
6 x 52

10
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Alberto and Alejandro Turrent, owners of Nueva Matacapan de Tabacos S.A de C.V, are 
the first family of Mexico’s cigar industry dating back to 1880. The father-son team not only 
make some of Mexico’s best cigars but are also the largest grower of cigar tobacco in the 
country. The San Andres Maduro leaf they grow outside of Veracruz is world renowned for 
its quality, and a variety of their tobaccos are important components in many of America’s 

most popular premium cigar brands.

To keep the consistency of their flagship Casa Turrent line, Alejandro decided a large 
factory was not the best place to make the more complex Casa series. Instead Alejandro 
took his great grandfather’s house and renovated it to make a boutique factory with just  

15 people to produce the Casa Turrent Series.

CIGAR AFICIONADO
Top 25 Cigars  

2020 No.14
2016 No. 12

CIGAR JOURNAL
Trophy Awards

2017 Best Brand Mexico

CIGAR JOURNAL
Top 25 Cigars  

2021 No. 11
2020 No. 12
2015 No. 13
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1880 Series Claro

Over the years, in the galleys of Casa Turrent they have reserved a selection of the best tobacco 
leaves that could be part of pieces of a supreme flavour. The 1880 Series has been aged for over 

a decade, it’s tobacco comes from a singular harvest and fermentation. 1880 Claro has varied 
notes that offers a complex flavour, reaching a particularly defined medium strength and complex 

body that rises and changes throughout the smoke.

Wrapper: Habano Criollo  
San Andres

Binder: Negro San Andres

Filler: Habano Criollo San Andres, 
Negro San Andres & Habano 
Dominicana

Strength: Mild to Medium

This cigar has nuances of leather, earth, red fruits and caramel. It also has notes of smoke, flowers, 
coconut, cinnamon and at the end an intense wood taste.

Double Robusto
61/2 x 55

10

Short Robusto
43/4 x 52

10

Lancero
71/2 x 40

10

Coronita
4 x 35

20
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Over the years in the galleys of Casa Turrent they reserved a selection of the best tobacco leaves 
that could be part of pieces of a supreme flavour. The 1880 Series has been aged for over a 

decade, it’s tobacco comes from a singular harvest and fermentation. Outstanding in expression, 
the 1880 Colorado has a Negro San Andres Colorado wrapper around a Habano Criollo San 

Andres binder and Mexican filler.

1880 Series Colorado

Wrapper: Negro San Andres 
Colorado

Binder: Habano Criollo  
San Andres

Filler: Negro San Andres, 
Habano San Andres Criollo

Strength: Medium to Full

This cigar has a broad range of flavours with notes of freshly cut wood, smoky earth, moss and dark 
chocolate. Throughout the smoke you will find tones of honey, vanilla, pepper, cinnamon and herbs.

Double Robusto
61/2 x 55

10

Perfecto
51/2 x 54

10
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1880 Series Oscuro
Over the years in the galleys of Casa Turrent they reserved a selection of the best tobacco leaves 

that could be part of pieces of a supreme flavour. The 1880 Series has been aged for over a 
decade, it’s tobacco comes from a singular harvest and fermentation. A cigar with a bold range 

of flavours and aromas, the 1880 Oscuro consists entirely of Mexican Habano Criollo San 
Andres tobacco.

Wrapper: Habano Criollo  
San Andres

Binder: Negro San Andres

Filler: Habano Criollo  
San Andres

Strength: Medium to Full

This cigar has complex flavours of cinnamon, pepper and wood followed by hazelnut  
and sweetened cacao with spicy notes to finish.

Double Robusto
61/2 x 55

10
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Over the years in the galleys of Casa Turrent they reserved a selection of the best tobacco 
leaves that could be part of pieces of a supreme flavour. The 1880 Series has been aged 
for over a decade, it’s tobacco comes from a singular harvest and fermentation. The 1880 
Maduro has a complex body and burns evenly as the smoke progresses, undoubtedly it is 

a cigar for connoisseurs.

1880 Series Maduro

Wrapper: Negro San Andres

Binder: Habano Criollo San Andres

Filler: Negro San Andres, Habano 
San Andres Criollo

Strength: Full

This full bodied cigar has a gradual tone of cinnamon, cloves and pepper, followed by notes of 
leather, damp earth, honey and roasted coffee.

Double Robusto
61/2 x 52

10

Robusto
51/4 x 55

10

Lancero
71/2 x 40

10

Coronita
4 x 35

20
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Over the years, in the galleys of Casa Turrent they have reserved a selection of the best 
tobacco leaves that could be part of pieces of a supreme flavour. The 1880 Series 
has been aged for over a decade, it’s tobacco comes from a singular harvest and 

fermentation. The 1880 Rosado is the result of the carefully selected batches of three Cuban 
seed tobaccos harvested in the San Andres valley by the Turrent family - Habano Mexico, 
Habano Criollo and Habano 2000. The blending of these three tobaccos has made the 

crafting of this, the fifth variant of the 1880 range possible.

1880 Rosado

Wrapper: Habano Mexico  
San Andres

Binder: Habano Criollo San Andres

Filler: Habano Criollo San Andres, 
Habano Mexico San Andres, 
Habano 2000

Strength: Medium

This medium strength cigar has creamy notes of coffee, earth and
roasted nuts.

Gordito 460
4 x 60

10
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The Origenes range are named for important places in the company’s history. The Origenes 
Nicararagua uses a Criollo wrapper from Mexico, with a San Andres binder and 100% 

Nicaraguan tobacco filler.

Origenes Nicaragua

Wrapper: Criollo Mexico

Binder: Negro San Andres Mexico

Filler: 100% Nicaragua

Strength: Medium

Power and balance. In this cigar you will find caramelized notes, a sweet spicy taste  
and hints of chocolate and almond.

Robusto
51/2 x 54

12
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Origenes San Andres
The Origenes range are named for important places in the company’s history.  

The Origenes San Andres is a 100% Mexican puro with a Negro San Andres wrapper,  
binder and filler.

Wrapper: Negro San Andres 
Mexico

Binder: Negro San Andres Mexico

Filler: Negro San Andres Mexico

Strength: Medium

Mexico in 45 minutes. This cigar possesses earthy flavours, with notes of cocoa and wood.

Robusto
51/2 x 54

12
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The Origenes range are named for important places in the company’s history.  
The Origenes Miami uses a Connecticut wrapper from Mexico, with a Criollo Mexico 

binder and a filler of Criollo Mexico and Dominican tobacco.

Origenes Miami

Wrapper: Connecticut Mexico

Binder: Criollo Mexico

Filler: Criollo Mexico,

Dominicana

Strength: Medium

Class, elegance and delicacy. This cigar has a creamy taste, with notes of  
sweet spices and honey.

Robusto
51/2 x 54

12
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Origenes Cuba
The Origenes range are named for important places in the company’s history.  

The Origenes Cuba uses a Habano Mexico wrapper and binder with a filler of 
Habano Mexico and Nicaraguan tobacco.

Wrapper: Habano Mexico

Binder: Habano Mexico

Filler:     Habano Mexico, Nicaragua

Strength: Medium

Tradition reloaded. A cigar with caramel nutty flavour, accompanied by woody notes.

Robusto
51/2 x 54

12
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Robusto
51/4 x 50

20

Named for the birth year of Alejandro Turrent’s grandfather, this cigar has a gorgeous oily San 
Andres Negro seed wrapper along with Mexican and Nicaraguan filler and binder tobaccos 

cultivated from Cuban seed Criollo creating a memorable smoke.

1901 Maduro

Wrapper: Negro San Andres 
Maduro

Binder: Criollo San Andres & 
Negro San Andres

Filler: Criollo San Andres, Negro 
San Andres & Nicaragua

Strength: Medium to Full

This is a very intense and flavourful medium to full bodied smoke with highly complex  
and balanced notes of coffee, nuts and wood.
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1942
Named for the birth year of Alberto Turrent, this cigar uses a Mexican San Andres Negro 

Colorado wrapper, with a San Andres Criollo leaf binder and a filler blend of Negro San Andres 
and Nicaraguan tobacco.

Wrapper: Negro San Andres 
Colorado

Binder: Criollo San Andres

Filler: Negro San Andres & 
Nicaragua

Strength: Medium to Full

Robusto
51/4 x 50

20

Gran Robusto
6 x 52

20

This is a medium to full bodied cigar that is spicy without being aggressive. Its smoke is 
predominantly earthy with hints of almond, liquorice and caramel.
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Named for the birth year of Alejandro Turrent, this cigar uses a criollo wrapper from  
San Andres, with a Nicaraguan binder and a filler blend of Criollo San Andres and 

Nicaraguan tobacco.

1973

Wrapper: Criollo San Andres

Binder: Nicaragua

Filler: Criollo San Andres & 
Nicaragua

Strength: Medium to Full

This is a medium to full bodied cigar that is smooth and rich in sweetness, which offers notes 
of dark chocolate and earth with a woody finish.

Gran Robusto
6 x 52

20

Robusto
51/4 x 50

20
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The three cigars in this box give the aficionado the opportunity to taste a number of excellent cigars 
each using different tobaccos. The famous Casa Turrent tobaccos from Mexico are combined 

with tobacco from Nicaragua. The three medium to full Gran Robusto cigars are presented in a 
wooden box with a sliding glass lid and would make a perfect gift.

Wrapper: Negro San Andres Maduro

Binder: Criollo San Andres & Negro  
San Andres

Filler: Criollo San Andres, Negro San Andres 
& Nicaragua

Wrapper: Criollo San Andres

Binder: Nicaragua

Filler: Criollo San Andres & Nicaragua

Wrapper: Negro San Andres Colorado

Binder: Criollo San Andres

Filler: Negro San Andres & Nicaragua

1901 Maduro
A medium to full cigar

1973
A medium to full cigar

1942
A medium to full cigar

Gran Robusto Gift Pack
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Wrapper: Habano Criollo San Andres

Binder: Negro San Andres

Filler: Habano Criollo San Andres, Negro 
San Andres & Habano Dominicana

Wrapper: Negro San Andres Colorado

Binder: Habano Criollo San Andres

Filler: Negro San Andres, Habano San 
Andres Criollo

Wrapper: Habano Criollo San Andres

Binder: Negro San Andres

Filler: Habano Criollo San Andres

Wrapper: Negro San Andres

Binder: Habano Criollo San Andres

Filler: Negros San Andres, Habano San 
Andres Criollo

1880 Claro
A mild to medium cigar

1880 Colorado
A medium to full cigar

1880 Oscuro
A medium to full cigar

1880 Maduro
A full cigar

1880 Double Robusto Gift Pack
A chance to try all four 1880 Series Double Robusto in one special gift pack.
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Condega is a cigar brand conceived as a tribute to the great valley of 
Condega, in Nicaragua’s tobacco region. The goal has always been 

to provide high quality cigars with an excellent price-quality ratio.  

Condega is the result of the experience and know-how of a highly 
motivated team lead by world famous master blender Arsenio Ramos 

and supervised by Jacinto Iglesias, the Cuban engineer responsible for 
the plantations, with over 30 years of experience in Cuba and almost 

20 years working in Nicaragua.
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Serie S
To commemorate Condega’s 20th anniversary, the brand launched the Serie ‘S’, Condega’s 

new flagship. Each cigar has been crafted with love and care by expert hands using 
traditional methods and choosing the best leaves from each farm in Jalapa, Condega and 

Estelí. The final result is a perfect cigar with a carefully selected blend, rolled with a beautiful 
Corojo wrapper.

Wrapper: Corojo

Binder:  Seco de Jalapa

Filler: Corojo Condega, Esteli

Strength: Medium

A medium cigar with notes of cedar and dark chocolate with sweet spices and cinnamon.

Short Robusto Tubo
4 x 52

10
3
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The Spirit of Central America! Umnum pays tribute to Central America’s indigenous culture. 
Tobacco was the axis of the initiation rituals of the millenary Armerindian culture, from Cabo 
Camaron in Honduras, to Rio Grande in Nicaragua. But only the Chamans or Sukia had 
the privilege of consuming it. Umnum’s ring displays the image of the Sukia spirit, the black 
background represents the world of dreams while the gold represents the fire and the ash, 

indivisible elements of cigars.

Wrapper: Sungrown Nicaragua

Binder:  Indonesia

Filler: Jalapa, Ometepe

Strength: Medium

These medium bodied cigars use long filler Seco & Viso leaves from Jalapa and Omtepe, Indonesian 
leaves for the binder and an oily Nicaraguan Sungrown Colorado wrapper. These cigars are 

delicious with a sweet and earthy flavour, leather touches and light coffee, nuts and wood tones.

Bond
41/2 x 44

25
5

Jumbo
43/4 x 60

16
5

Cañonazo
51/4 x 52

25
5
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In the early 21st Century, Dunhill Tobacco of London launched a range of Charatan Cigars, 
blended exclusively for the UK Cigar Smoker with a unique blend of Nicaraguan and 

Indonesian tobaccos. They were an instant success and in a short space of time Charatan 
became the No1 selling Nicaraguan hand made cigar brand in the UK, where it remains 
today. Today under the ownership of Tor Imports Ltd, Charatan is produced by Joya de 

Nicaragua in Esteli, Nicaragua, the country’s oldest, most prestigious and original factory.
In 2021 we gave Charatan a facelift, giving the band a more modern, fresh and dynamic 

look. We have the kept the heritage of 1963 and the symbolic Unicorn that appears on every 
band, but added the Azure Blue of Nicaragua to celebrate the country of origin, and some 
shiny grey to represent the granite formations found across Dartmoor in South West England, 

called Tors – where we proudly took our company name from.
This year Charatan will achieve its 160th Anniversary since Fredrick Charatan opened a 
tobacco shop in Mansell Street, London in 1863, making it one of the oldest New World 

Cigars in the world.
Watch this space for a very special commemorative Charatan 160th Anniversary Limited 

Edition Cigar and join us at our Commemorative Cigar events as the year progresses.
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Colina
To commemorate our first anniversary of being brand owner of Charatan we celebrated by 

producing this special edition cigar! The Colina has a very exclusive blend using four years aged 
tobacco from the Joya De Nicaragua tobacco bank with a unique vitola. The cigar is double 

banded - our new Charatan band is completed by the second band in Blue, White and Gold 
to represent our love of Nicaragua. Colina is a name we have chosen very carefully, as it is the 

Spanish translation from Tor ...

Wrapper: Nicaraguan Habano 
Criollo Viso Colorado Claro

Binder:  Nicaraguan (Jalapa Valley)

Filler: Nicaraguan (Jalapa Valley  
& Esteli)

Strength: Medium

This medium bodied cigar has notes of pepper and spice with smooth, mellow and balanced 
flavours throughout.

Colina
51/2 x 52

10
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Charatan has been blended uniquely for the British cigar smoker using a subtle blend of 
Seco, Ligero and Volado filler leaves bound with an Indonesian binder from Besuki and 

wrapped in shade grown Java.

Petit Corona
41/2 x 42

25

Petit Corona 
Tubed

41/2 x 42
10

Robusto
4 7/8 x 50

25

Corona
51/2 x 42

25

A light and medium smoke that can be 
enjoyed anywhere, at any time. A must 

stock for every humidor.

NEW TO 
FOLLOW
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Wrapper: Shade Grown Java

Binder:  Indonesia Besuki

Filler: Nicaragua

Strength: Mild to Medium

Corona
Tubed

51/2 x 42
10

Panatella
6 x 38

25

Toro
6 x 50

25

Churchill
7 x 48

25

Churchill
Tubed
7 x 48

10

NEW TO 
FOLLOW

NEW TO 
FOLLOW
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What humbly started as a one man retail kiosk in New York has grown to become one of the 
greatest success stories in any industry. “The Rebirth of Cigars” is more than a corporate slogan, it 
is the Drew mantra. It reflects how they approach everything they do within the cigar industry from 
their production techniques, branding, creative direction and even how they designed their factory. 

Drew always chart their own course and do things their way and never look back. There is only 
one direction at Drew Estate and that is forward. The real art takes place on the factory floor at 
their Gran Fabrica in Esteli, Nicaragua, where over 135,000 handmade cigars are rolled daily 

following the classic, artisan Cuban handmade techniques of crafting cigars. Drew are ceaselessly 
experimenting with methodology and even the perception of what a cigar is supposed to be. It 
is this willingness to experiment and open minded approach that has enabled Drew to not only 
produce sought after brands, but create entirely new segments within the premium cigar market.

CIGAR AFICIONADO
Top 25 Cigars  

2021 No. 15
2020 No. 24
2019 No. 25
2017 No. 25
2016 No. 7
2015 No. 10
2014 No. 20
2013 No. 8

CIGAR JOURNAL
Trophy Awards

2022 Best Cigar Nicaragua
2021 Best Brand Other Countries
2018 Outstanding Art
2017 Best Brand Nicaragua
2013 Charity & Community
2012 Outstanding Art

CIGAR JOURNAL
Top 25 Cigars  

2022 No. 14
2022 No. 22
2021 No. 10
2020 No. 21
2019 No. 6

CIGAR JOURNAL
Best Buy  

2016 89 Points
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Translated to English, “Liga Privada” means “private blend.” It is the perfect name, as this cigar was 
originally crafted not for resale, but for the personal humidors of Drew Estate. Dozens of intricate 

blends were created, but No. 9 was flawless in both flavour and character. Seven different 
tobaccos from seven distinct vegas are included. The wrapper is hand fermented for 18+ months 
and no sweat is allowed. Only four pairs within the Drew Estate factory are certified to produce 
these cigars and each pair is allowed to craft only 250 cigars per day. The cigars are then aged 

for a full year before being offered for sale.

Strength: Full

Robusto
5 x 54

12

Toro Especial
6 x 52

12

Belicoso Fino
6 x 52

12

Flying Pig
4 x 60

12

Liga Privada No9

Wrapper: Connecticut Broadleaf  
#1 Darks

Binder: Plantation Grown Brazilian 
Mata Fina

Filler: Select Honduran & 
Nicaraguan Cuban Seed

Rich, complex and full bodied without being harsh, this amazing vitola is best described in one word: 
satisfying. Lush, earthy and espresso like with an incredibly dense body.

A Liga Privada No. 9 Sampler is also available.
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Liga Privada T52
2017 Cigar Journal Trophy Award – Best Brand Nicaragua

The Liga Privada T52 was meticulously blended over a period of two years to be a worthy 
humidor companion to the much heralded Liga Privada No. 9.

Wrapper: Connecticut River 
Valley Stalk Cut & Cured Sun 
Grown Habano

Binder:  Plantation Grown 
Brazilian Mata Fina

Filler: Honduran & Nicaraguan

Strength: Full

With notes of black pepper and spice, the Liga Privada T52 is a complex marriage of seven distinct 
aged tobaccos handcrafted by only the absolute best torcedors. Each cigar is guaranteed to be 

flawless in construction, flavour and character… without exception.

Toro Especial
6 x 52

12

Robusto
5 x 54

12

Belicoso Fino
6 x 52

12
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In their ongoing creation of the Liga Privada line, hundreds of different, distinct blends and 
vitolas are crafted by Drew Estate in their endless search for the perfect smoke. Most samples 

are dismissed with only a rare, select few being deemed worthy, but regretfully due to tobacco 
limitations, costs, and construction limitations, most of these blends cannot be made into their own 

stand-alone line. 

However, they are so perfect in flavour and aroma that Drew Estate continue to selfishly make 
them for themselves to smoke. This is not their desire; they want the Liga Privada connoisseur to 
enjoy the very same cigars they smoke regardless of any reason. With this in mind, they have 

created the Liga Privada Unico Serie – a home for these unique ones. All of the cigars within this 
series are not only different in size and blend, but they are extra special, extremely limited and 

exceptionally delicious.

Dirty Rat
5 x 44

12

L40 Lancero
7 x 40

15

Liga Privada Unico Serie

Wrapper: 
Binder: 
Filler:
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Herrera Estelí is the brainchild of Willy Herrera, newest member of the Drew Estate team.  
Willy’s presence at Drew Estate is notable as the master blender, as he brings an authentic  

Cuban influence to the team.

Strength: Medium

Robusto Extra
51/4 x 52

12

Piramide Fino
6 x 52

12

Short Corona Gorda
57/8 x 46

12

Herrera Estelí Habano

Wrapper: Ecuadorian Habano

Binder: Honduras

Filler: Nicaragua

Herrera Estelí Habano is a medium plus blend that is exceptionally creamy  
with great balance of spice and sweet.
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Herrera Estelí Norteño

This full bodied Maduro expression was the first blend released from the Drew Estate factory 
after Willy Herrera was named Master Blender in 2014. In Nicaragua people in the North 

are called Norteños. When Willy Herrera joined Drew Estate he was a Northener in Esteli, a 
Norteño in his own way. This outside influence is what makes Herrera Estelí special.

Wrapper: Mexican San Andres

Binder:  Honduras

Filler: Esteli & Jalapa

Strength: Full

The Norteño showcases extensively aged tobaccos from the Esteli and Jalapa growing regions of 
Nicaragua, coupled with a spicy Honduran binder and a rich bold Mexican San Andres Maduro 
wrapper. With an even draw and burn, this cigar delivers a peppery, woody smoke with sweeter 

notes of caramel and cocoa.

Robusto Grande
51/2 x 54

10
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Drew Estate commemorated ten years of Undercrown with the global release of Undercrown 10, 
a bold ultra premium addition to its premium line up. The sophisticated packaging is surpassed 
only by Undercrown 10’s complex, rich and bold blend of ultra premium aged tobaccos that 

includes the highest priming of Mexican San Andres dark wrapper, the very finest Broadleaf binder 
from the Connecticut River Valley and a tripa blend of select and rare Nicaraguan tobaccos.

Wrapper: Mexican San Andres

Binder:  Connecticut River Valley Stalk Cut

Filler: Nicaragua

Strength: Medium to Full

Corona
5 x 43

20

Robusto
5 x 50

20

Undercrown 10

“Undercrown 10 offers smokers an experience of Mexican hot chocolate….naturally sweet 
with hints of raisin and cacao...waves of intense black pepper...along with notes of sun-dried 

cherries, espresso, woodiness and earthiness” says La Gran Fabrica Drew Estate Factory 
Spokesman, Pedro Gomez
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Undercrown Maduro

In early 2009 Drew Estate asked their torcedores to smoke less Liga Privada cigars because they 
were leaving too few to be exported. This request was met with the disappointment you would 
expect but rather than being disgruntled they responded by blending their own signature liga. 

Incorporating many of the same rare tobaccos, but of different vintages and primings, the cigar 
they created was no mere replacement as from this Undercrown was born!. It is an exceptional 
smoking experience of uncompromising quality and flavour that deserves to be smoked by all.

Wrapper: Otapan Negro  
Ultimo Corte

Binder:  T52 Connecticut River 
Valley Stalk Cut & Cured Habano

Filler: Brazilian Mata Fina, 
Nicaraguan Cuban Seed

Strength: Medium to Full

Lush, smooth and creamy with a natural inherent sweetness, these cigars are refined  
and balanced with excellent depth.

Corona Viva
52/3 x 46

25

Belicoso
6 x 52

25

Flying Pig
41/8 x 60

12

Robusto
5 x 54

25
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Undercrown Shade marks the first release blended by Drew Estate Master Blender Willy Herrera 
not to fall under the Herrera Estelí brand family. Herrera’s continued involvement in blending 

and brand development within Drew Estate is evident with this new blend, as Herrera worked 
extensively with the Undercrown roller team who blended the original Undercrown line to 

develop this Connecticut blend.

Strength: Mild to Medium

Corona
513/20 x 46

25

Belicoso
6 x 52

25

Corona Doble
7 x 54

25

Robusto
5 x 54

25

Undercrown Shade

Wrapper: Ecuadorian Connecticut

Binder: Sumatra

Filler: Dominican Criollo 98,  
Nicaraguan Criollo and Corojo

Featuring an Ecuadorian Connecticut wrapper, Sumatran binder, as well as Dominican Criollo 98 
and Nicaraguan Criollo and Corojo fillers, the final blend is medium-bodied, lush and  

ultra-smooth, flavours that only a shade grown wrapper can deliver.
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MUWAT Kentucky Fire Cured

It’s all about the smoke. Smoke rises from the base of the curing barn, up into the rafters filled with 
the American grown tobaccos that are used to hand craft MUWAT Kentucky Fire Cured Cigars. 
It’s all about the taste. This 200-year-old process produces a smoky captivating taste and aroma 

reminiscent of an Islay scotch.

Wrapper: San Andres Negro

Binder: Ecuadorian Connecticut 
Shade

Filler: Brazilian Mata Fina, 
Nicaraguan

Strength: Medium to Full

Medium bodied and full flavoured, the MUWAT Kentucky Fire Cured picks up nuances of the 
roasted hickory, oak or maple wood. This cigar is nothing short of one of the most memorable 

smoking experiences available anywhere.

Fat Molly
5 x 56

10

Chunky
4 x 46

10
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Drew Estate has taken the art of blending coffee and cigars to new heights. Slowly infusing rich 
tobaccos with the finest estate grown coffees from the fertile mountains of Nicaragua, they have 

created a smoking experience that is pure tobacco velvet upon the palate with the perfect nuance 
of luscious espresso.

Strength: Medium

Corona
43/4 x 46

24

Robusto
5 x 54

24

Colada
4 x 38

40

“Tabak Especial is a really special cigar that I have worked on for over five years. Perfecting all 
of the nuances that we learned in the making of Kahlua Cigars Delicioso. We present our new 
Coffee Infused cigar, using the very finest Nicaraguan tobaccos and Nicaragua estate grown 

coffee. Tabak Especial is truly a work of art that will appeal to even the most  
die-hard traditionalist – smooth and easy to enjoy!.”

 — Jonathan Drew

Tabak Especial Oscuro
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ACID

The ACID smoking experience is like no other. Each blend holds new explorations in tobacco 
curing and blending that are the closest guarded secrets in the industry. For the past 10 years, 

legions of you have sought out ACID cigars in the far corners of the world to satisfy your craving 
for something truly one-of-a-kind, unique and inspiring. Explore the entire range of kaleidoscope 
tastes never before imagined in a cigar and be rewarded for your efforts. We can’t divulge too 

much about what ACID cigars taste like. The fun part about smoking ACID cigars is deciding 
what flavours and notes YOU taste while you’re smoking. Try them all (just not all at once)!

Connecticut Shade wrapper, 
small powerhouse cigar,  

slightly sweet.

Connecticut Broadleaf  
maduro wrapper,  

medium–full bodied, rich.

Sumatra wrapper, medium 
bodied, fat robusto.

Blondie
4 x 38

40

Atom Maduro
5 x 50

24

Kuba Kuba
5 x 54

24
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Acid Krush Classic Blue Connecticut  
& Classic Morado Maduro

The ACID smoking experience is like no other. Each blend holds new explorations in tobacco 
curing and blending that are the closest guarded secrets in the industry. For the past 10 years, 

legions of you have sought out ACID cigars in the far corners of the world to satisfy your craving for 
something truly one-of-a-kind, unique and inspiring. Offered in two different infusion and wrapper 

varieties, these are the perfect short smoke for the ACID fan.

4 x 32 Tin Collection

Now you can take Drew Estate with you wherever you go!
The Drew Estate 4 x 32 Tin Collection offers a range of the most popular Drew Estate  

cigars in a quick smoke size. We have added an additional two lines meaning there are now  
11 ranges available and each outer contains 5 tins of 10 cigars.

From the Wynwood Safehouse, Jonathan Drew, President, Founder and  
Chief Marketing Officer of Drew Estate, notes,  

“The Drew Estate 4 x 32 Tin Collection was designed to transcend the entire  
DE brand portfolio into the quick and easy, fast smoke space.”

Deadwood SJ
Deadwood are wrapped in a maduro wrapper and 
are blended with aromatic and exotic tobaccos that 
bring out the natural sweetness of the cigars.

Kentucky Fire Cured Ponies
Wrapper: San Andres Negro

Binder: Ecuadorian Connecticut Shade

Filler: Brazilian Mata Fina, Nicaragua

Strength: Medium to Full
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Tabak Especial Oscuro
Drew Estate has taken the art of blending coffee 
and cigars to new heights. Slowly infusing rich 
tobaccos with the finest estate grown coffees 
from the fertile mountains of Nicaragua they 
have created a smoking experience that is pure 
tobacco velvet upon the palate with the perfect 
nuance of luscious espresso.

Wrapper: Connecticut Broadleaf #1 Darks

Binder: Plantation Grown Brazilian Mata Fina

Filler: Selected Honduran & Nicaraguan 

Cuban Seed

Strength: Full

Wrapper: Connecticut River Valley Stalk Cut  
& Cured Sun Grown Habano

Binder: Plantation Grown Brazilian Mata Fina

Filler: Honduran & Nicaraguan

Strength: Full

Wrapper: Otapan Negro Ultimo Corte

Binder: T52 Connecticut River Valley Stalk  
Cut & Cured Habano

Filler: Brazillian Mata Fina, Nicaraguan  
Cuban Seed

Strength: Medium to Full

Wrapper: Ecuadorian Connecticut

Binder: Sumatran

Filler: Dominican Criollo 98, Nicaraguan Criollo 
and Corojo

Strength: Mild to Medium

Liga Privada No9 Coronet

Liga Privada T52 Coronet

Undercrown Maduro Coronet

Undercrown Shade Coronet
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Christian Eiroa initially made his name by creating Camacho into one of the most well known  
and renowned cigar brands and in 2008 sold it to Oettinger Davidoff. 

Probably the biggest mark he has made on the world of cigars is his predilection for  
Corojo tobacco. Christian has led the tobacco variety into a new heyday. And with his latest 
brands like Eiroa, CLE and Asylum he is – conservatively formulated – extremely successful  

in his business.

CIGAR AFICIONADO
Top 25 Cigars  

2017 No. 9
2015 No. 1 

CIGAR JOURNAL
Trophy Awards

2022 Best Value Honduras
2019 Best Cigar Honduras

CIGAR JOURNAL
Top 25 Cigars  

2021 No. 3 
2013 No. 16

“Every cigar we produce is made with precision, care and excellence. Only the finest tobacco is 
cured to present these selections to you and we take the utmost pride in every aspect of creating 

each masterpiece from seed to smoke.”

 — Christian Eiroa
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Asylum 13 cigars are true Nicaraguan Puros. A dark Nicaraguan Habano wrapper  
coats a combination of aged Cuban seed long filler grown throughout the black volcanic  

soils of Nicaragua.

Wrapper: Nicaraguan Habano

Binder: Nicaragua

Filler: Nicaragua

Strength: Medium to Full

Strong and spicy with notes of cocoa and coffee bean, these cigars are eventful 
throughout and something you don’t want to miss out on.

Short Corona
4 x 44

20

Robusto
5 x 50

20
3

Toro Gordo
6 x 60

20
3

Hercule
7 x 70

20
3

Goliath
6 x 80

20

6ixty9ine x 4our
4 x 69

20

Asylum 13
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Anniversaries of any sort tend to be a big deal in the cigar world, so when Christian Eiroa 
announced a brand new blend in 2020 to mark a specific milestone in his life, it was not exactly 

a surprise. However while the cigar is named the CLE 25th Anniversary, it was not released to 
commemorate the CLE brand’s 25th anniversary; instead it was created to celebrate the 25 

years Christian Eiroa has spent in the cigar industry. The range includes the company’s signature 
111/8 vitola - a 6 x 48 Perfecto that was once only available to members of the Tobacconist’s 

Association of America but is now available to everyone.

Strength: Medium

Wrapper: Honduras

Binder: Honduras

Filler: Honduras

Blend wise the CLE 25th Anniversary incorporates Honduran tobacco for the filler, binder and 
wrapper. These medium cigars have notes of roasted coffee, wood and chocolate with hints of 

macadamia and caramel.

Robusto
5 x 50

25

111/8 Perfecto
6 x 48

25

Toro
6 x 54

25

25th Anniversary
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The CLE Signature Series is shrouded in mystery and the 2021 release is no exception, named  
THT-EKE 03 / 17, CLE and company owner Christian Eiroa are not disclosing the reasoning behind  

this name, or the cigar’s blend as they want the cigar to speak for itself.

Strength: Medium

Wrapper: 
Binder: 
Filler:

Made in the Las Lomas factory in Honduras these cigars feature a top secret blend of premium 
tobaccos, all we know is that the wrapper is a Honduran Cameroon hybrid grown in Jamastran, 

Honduras. These medium cigars have notes of pepper and nutmeg with hints of tea and caramel.

Robusto
5 x 50

25

Toro
6 x 46

25

Signature Series
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Strength: Medium to Full

Maduro Corona
6 x 46

20

Maduro Robusto 
5 x 50

20

The First 20 Years

Wrapper: Honduras

Binder: Honduras

Filler: Honduras

Eiroa The First 20 Years is a box pressed cigar featuring Honduran tobacco wrapper, binder 
and filler. Medium to full bodied with a full spectrum of indulging flavours, expect subtleties 
of dark chocolate, espresso, baking spices, nuts, earth and leather to yield a harmonious 

and complex experience.

Eiroa The First 20 Years is a celebration of cigar master Christian Eiroa’s two decades in the 
premium cigar business. Hand made in Eiroa’s El Aladino factory in Danli, Honduras, each 

meticulously crafted cigar pays tribute to the Eiroa family – a cigar brand with a legacy  
100 years in the making. 

Behind the cigar is a crop of tobaccos blended by Christian’s father, Julio, and grown by him in the 
Jamastran Valley, Honduras. The blend is highlighted by the binder, which is said to be an heirloom 

crop of tobacco that hasn’t been used in more than 50 years.
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The First 20 Years Colorado
Launched the year after the First 20 Years, the Eiroa First 20 Years Colorado uses a 
Corojo leaf wrapper that is aged for over five years to get the Colorado colour the 

cigar is named for.

Wrapper: Honduras Corojo

Binder: Honduras

Filler: Honduras

Strength: Medium to Full

This cigar blends an authentic leathery Corojo wrapper with Honduran long filler in a box pressed 
cigar. A medium to full bodied cigar with notes of espresso and cinnamon.

Colorado Robusto
5 x 50

20
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Joya de Nicaragua was established in 1968, making them the very first and oldest premium 
handmade cigar manufacturer in Nicaragua. They are located in the city of Estelí, in what 
has come to be known as the tobacco capital of the world. Joya de Nicaragua, S.A are a 

100% Nicaraguan owned and operated company that develops, manufactures and markets 
internationally renowned cigars brands in over 40 countries.The history of Joya goes hand in hand 
with Nicaragua’s evolution over the last five decades as one of the most complex and enchanting 
countries in Latin America. The richness of their history allows them to be conscious and humbled 

of who they are, allowing them to talk about their experiences with authenticity. In 2016 the Cuatro 
Cinco Double Robusto was the first Nicaraguan cigar to be awarded UK Cigar of the Year at 
a special ceremony in London. December 2018 saw Joya De Nicaragua awarded UK Cigar 
Producer of the Year at a prestigious ceremony. In 2018 & 2019 Half Wheel named Joya De 

Nicaragua Factory of the Year and Joya De Nicaragua were awarded 2020 Large Factory of the 
Year by Cigar Coop. 

 
Today Joya are the most internationally recognised brand of Nicaragua and were proud to 

celebrate their 50th anniversary in 2018.

CIGAR AFICIONADO
Top 25 Cigars  

2022 No. 13
2021 No. 16
2020 No. 6
2019 No. 21
2018 No. 16
2017 No. 22
2005 No. 20
2004 No. 18

CIGAR JOURNAL
Trophy Awards

2021 Charity & Community
2018 Charity & Community
2016 Best Value Nicaragua
2014 Best Value Nicaragua

CIGAR JOURNAL
Top 25 Cigars  

2021 No. 19
2020 No. 20
2019 No. 16
2018 No. 25
2017 No. 12
2015 No. 24CIGAR JOURNAL

Brilliant Cigars 

2015 3 Stars
2008 4 Stars
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Número Uno
Número Uno was originally blended for world leaders, they were only handed out by 

Nicaraguan ambassadors on official missions around the world. In 2018, to commemorate their 
50th Anniversary, Joya gifted some to media and special audiences and got their highest rating in 
50 years! They are now officially releasing it as part of Obras Maestras, the designation of their 

ultra-premium family of cigars.

Wrapper: Ecuadorian 
Connecticut

Binder: Nicaragua

Filler: Nicaragua

Strength: Medium

This ‘masterpiece’ cigar provides medium body and strength, in a smoke that is refined, complex 
and elegant. Creaminess is complemented with light pepper notes, making it a  

top-ranked, exclusive, diplomat lifestyle experience. Literally. 
Profile: Masterful creaminess.

L’Ambassadeur
65/8 x 44

25

Le Premier
67/8 x 48

25
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Strength: Medium to Full

Double Robusto
5 x 56

10

Toro
61/4 x 50

10

Torpedo
6 x 52

10

Petit Corona
41/2 x 46

10

Cuatro Cinco Reserva Especial

Wrapper: Nicaragua Habana Criollo

Binder: Dominican Republic

Filler: Nicaragua

This super-premium blend delivers subtle, but extraordinarily enchanting woody  
notes, sweet flavours and a velvety finish. 

Profile: Rich Nicaraguan complexity.

Cuatro Cinco is an extraordinary achievement by Fábrica Joya de Nicaragua. Originally released 
as Edición Limitada, it commemorated 45 years of cigar manufacturing. Now, we proudly present 
Reserva Especial, a carefully modified recipe featuring select Grade A fillers, aged within vintage 
white oak barrels. The Double Robusto was named UK Cigar of the Year 2016 at a special award 

ceremony in London.

A Cuatro Cinco Reserva Especial Collection containing five cigars is also available.
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Cinco Decadas

The most memorable of celebrations always require that you rise to the occasion. 
Launched in 2018 to celebrate Joya’s 50 years as leaders and pioneers of Nicaragua’s 

tobacco industry Cinco Décadas helps you do exactly that. Perfectly constructed and 
made with an exclusive collection of tobaccos, the fact that you have one in your 

humidor, is enough to begin the celebration.

Strength: Medium to full

With a perfect construction, this cigar is of unparalleled elegance. Made exclusively with 
Joya De Nicaragua’s prime extra vintage leaves taken from their most exclusive collection of 
tobaccos, it carries an immaculate balance accompanied by a luxurious complexity of sweet 

and spicy flavours. Its silky smooth smoke delivers a rich and fulfilling experience. 
Profile: Unparalleled elegance.

Diadema
6 x 54

10

Fundador
6 x 54

10

El Embargo
6 x 60

10

El General
7 x 50

10
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Strength: Medium to Full

Corona Gorda
51/4 x 46

20

Toro
6 x 50

20

Robusto
5 x 52

20

Antaño CT

Wrapper: Ecuadorian  
Connecticut Shade

Binder: Nicaragua

Filler: Nicaragua

Antaño CT delivers a medium to full bodied strength, with dynamic creaminess and intense spicy 
notes. Intentionally pungent to showcase the contrasts between the expected subtleties of the  

CT shade and the rich and potent flavours of Nicaraguan tobacco. 
Profile: Pungent creaminess and spices.

With its silky smooth Connecticut Shade wrapper, it may seem tamer than its bolder 
predecessors. Don’t be fooled. Antaño CT is a masterful and paradoxical blend of  

what a cigar with attitude can look like. A cigar that defies expectations: a smoke for  
those with defying souls.
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Strength: Mild

Seleccion B
51/2 x 42

25

Toro
6 x 50

25

Torpedo
6 x 52

25

Clásico Original

Wrapper: Ecuadorian  
Connecticut Shade

Binder: Nicaragua

Filler: Nicaragua

Clásico was the very first Nicaraguan “Puro” exported from Nicaragua, and the only brand to 
have ever been officially recognised as the country’s national cigar. To add to its rich history, 

during the Cuban embargo it was the only brand to have been recognized  
as the official cigar of the White House. It’s currently Joya’s best selling cigar in the  

European market.

This mild, woody and delicate smoke is adorned with a silky  
Ecuadorian Connecticut wrapper. 

Profile: Woody and delicate.
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Strength: Medium

Robusto
51/4 x 50

20

Robusto Tubes
51/4 x 50

5 x 3

Toro
6 x 52

20

Short Churchill
43/4 x 48

20

JOYA Red
2016 Cigar Journal Trophy Award - Best Value Nicaragua

Wrapper: Nicaragua Habana 
Criollo (Claro)

Binder: Nicaragua

Filler: Nicaragua (Jalapa,  
Condega & Esteli)

This is a medium bodied cigar. The combination of these premium tobaccos from  
Nicaragua results in a balanced blend with medium strength and captivating flavours  

with smooth nutty notes and hints of pepper. 
Profile: Spicy and robust.

JOYA Red is the cigar for the modern smoker. It offers a vibrant and extremely pleasant smoking 
experience you will enjoy anytime, anywhere. Classy as always, but a lot more fun.
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JOYA Black
JOYA Black follows the footsteps of JOYA Red but takes the experience up a notch by 

incorporating a dark Mexican wrapper with Nicaraguan fillers. A medium-bodied, full flavour 
smoke especially designed and blended for the modern smoker.

Strength: Medium

Modern in spirit, fuller in flavour and stronger in attitude. This cigar provides a balanced, yet 
complex smoke. Perfect for those who want more. A rich earthy smoke that’s sweet with caramel 

and notes of black coffee and dark chocolate.
Profile: A balanced, rich and pleasant smoking experience.

Double Robusto
5 x 56

20

Robusto
51/4 x 50

20

Toro
6 x 52

20

Nocturno
61/4 x 50

20

Wrapper: Mexican San 
Andres Negro

Binder: Nicaragua

Filler: Nicaragua
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Strength: Medium to Full

Corona
51/4 x 42

20

Toro
6 x 52

20

Robusto
5 x 50

20

JOYA Silver

Wrapper: Ecuadorian Habano

Binder: Mexican San Andres

Filler: Nicaragua

This box pressed cigar delivers a dynamic complexity of fresh spice, chocolate and  
cherry notes. Its Oscuro upper-priming wrapper showcases the perfect complement between the richness 

of the Nicaraguan fillers and the refined sweetness of the Ecuadorian grown wrapper. 
Profile: A smoke that shines.

JOYA Silver is the latest addition to their modern line of cigars and comes with an  
added punch, only achievable by the perfect union of an Ecuadorian Habano wrapper,  

a Mexican San Andres binder and Nicaraguan fillers. A smoke that shines, designed  
for those who want more.
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JOYA Cabinetta

JOYA Cabinetta is a unique concept, which brings out the best of two different wrappers in one 
cigar. It is expressly blended with mellower, medium bodied Nicaraguan fillers that deliver a 

smoother, more refined smoking experience.

Strength: Mild to Medium

A myriad of taste and aroma sensations can be detected in its creamy smoke. Each cigar’s head 
is finished with a swath of sun-grown Criollo that adds just the right touch of peppery linger to the 

intricate taste profile of these finely crafted mild cigars. 
Profile: Creamy with peppery notes.

Robusto
5 x 50

20

Corona Gorda
51/4 x 46

20

Toro
6 x 52

20

Wrapper: Ecuadorian Connecticut, 
Nicaraguan  
Habana Criollo (Tip)

Binder: Nicaragua

Filler: Nicaragua
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Strength: Medium to Full

448
43/4 x 48

20

Rosalones Auténticos

Wrapper: Nicaragua Habano Criollo

Binder: Nicaragua

Filler: Nicaragua

This cigar delivers a rich and medium body experience. With consistent flavourful and earthy 
notes, it carries the authenticity of Nicaraguan Puro with pride. 

Profile: Earthy with a rich character.

Rosalones Auténticos is one of the original brands produced since the beginning of Joya de 
Nicaragua. It has been considered the smaller brother of the Clásico. Returning to the market at 
the end of 2010, after two decades of rest, Rosalones Auténticos is an affordable alternative to 

Nicaragua’s taste.
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Rosalones Reserva
Rosalones Reserva sets itself apart from everyday cigars due to its impeccable appearance 
and performance. A brand born to be accessible is now a class act, romantic as a rose and 

sharp as its thorns.

Strength: Medium

This cigar is an upgrade to the authentic and affordable Nicaraguan flavour with a more thorough 
tobacco selection. It showcases the true flavours of Nicaragua, in a more refined and elegant 

experience. Profile: Woody with refined spicy notes.

RR550
5 x 50

20

RR546
51/2 x 46

20

RR650
6 x 50

20

Wrapper: Nicaragua Habano 
Criollo Colorado

Binder: Nicaragua

Filler: Nicaragua
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Selección Toro
Seleccion Toro is the opportunity to try all four cigars in the JOYA family in a stylish  

gift box that reflects the modern line up.

Wrapper: Ecuadorian Connecticut & Nicaraguan 
Habana Criollo (Tip)

Binder: Nicaragua

Filler: Nicaragua

Strength: Mild to Medium

Profile: Creamy with peppery notes

Wrapper: Nicaraguan Habana Criollo (Claro)

Binder: Nicaragua

Filler: Nicaragua (Jalapa, Condega & Esteli)

Strength: Medium

Strength: Spicy and robust

Wrapper: Mexican San Andres Negro

Binder: Nicaragua

Filler: Nicaragua

Strength: Medium

Profile: A balanced, rich and pleasant  
smoking experience

Wrapper: Ecuadorian Habano

Binder: Mexican San Andres

Filler: Nicaragua

Strength: Medium to Full

Profile: A smoke that shines

JOYA Cabinetta

JOYA Red

JOYA Black

JOYA Silver
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Wrapper: Ecuadorian Connecticut Shade

Binder: Nicaragua

Filler: Nicaragua

Strength: Mild

Profile: Woody and delicate

Wrapper: Nicaraguan Habana Criollo (Claro)

Binder: Nicaragua

Filler: Nicaragua (Jalapa, Condega & Esteli)

Strength: Medium

Profile: Spicy and robust

Wrapper: Nicaraguan Habano Criollo

Binder: Nicaragua

Filler: Nicaragua

Strength: Full

Profile: Spicy & Robust

Wrapper: Nicaraguan Corojo Oscuro

Binder: Nicaragua

Filler: Nicaragua

Strength: Full X Full

Profile: Sweet and spicy, ultra robust

Wrapper: Ecuadorian Connecticut & 
Nicaraguan Habana Criollo (Tip)

Binder: Nicaragua

Filler: Nicaragua

Strength: Mild to Medium

Profile: Creamy with peppery notes

Wrapper: Mexican San Andres Negro

Binder: Nicaragua

Filler: Nicaragua

Strength: Medium

Profile: A balanced, rich and pleasant  
smoking experience

Clásico

JOYA Red

Antaño 1970

Antaño Dark Corojo

JOYA Cabinetta

JOYA Black

Selección Robusto
Selección Robusto is a special collection that showcases Joya’s most well known brands in the 
Robusto Vitola, their most popular size around the world. This special packaging presents the 
ideal opportunity for cigar connoisseurs and new smokers to enjoy and experience a diverse 

selection from Nicaragua’s first and most authentic cigar company.
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Wrapper: Ecuadorian Connecticut

Binder: Nicaragua

Filler: Nicaragua

Strength: Medium

Profile: Masterful creaminess

Strength: Medium

Profile: Unparalleled elegance

Wrapper: Nicaragua Habana Criollo

Binder: Dominican Republic

Filler: Nicaragua

Strength: Medium to Full

Profile: Rich Nicaraguan complexity

Numero Uno L’Ambassadeur 
Originally blended for world leaders

Cinco Decadas Diadema 
Created to celebrate Joya De Nicaragua’s 50th Anniversary. Made exclusively with Joya De 
Nicaragua’s prime extra vintage leaves taken from their most exclusive collection of tobaccos. 

Cuatro Cinco Torpedo 
Created to celebrate Joya De Nicaragua’s  
45th Anniversary

Seleccion Especial Obras Maestras

Obras Maestras is Joya De Nicaragua’s designation for its ultra premium family of cigar. Behind 
each of these cigars is a craftsman who pursues excellence in the craft of making cigars. This is 

Joya’s most exclusive cigar family and each member is a Masterpiece.
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La Aurora was founded on October 3rd, 1903 by Eduardo Leon Jimenes making them the 
very first and oldest premium cigar maker in the Dominican Republic. The son and grandson 

of tobacco growers, Eduardo decided to go a step further with the creation of a cigar 
brand that he intended to have a global dimension. Eduardo was 18 years old when he 
inherited some ’tareas’ of land and with just six employees, great enthusiasm and much 

effort, began to build his dream. Today La Aurora has a presence on five continents and 
more than a thousand employees. 

 
From the premium ADN Dominicana which pays tribute to the country’s oldest tobacco 
production process to the Principe Long Filler Claro and Maduro which are top quality 
hand made cigars at a great price, La Aurora have something in their extensive range  

for everyone.

CIGAR AFICIONADO
Top 25 Cigars  

2010 No. 25
2009 No. 11
2008 No. 14
2006 No. 7
2005 No. 6
2004 No. 2

CIGAR JOURNAL
Trophy Awards

2022  Best Value Dominican 
Republic

2020  Best Value Dominican 
Republic

2013  Best Value Dominican 
Republic

CIGAR JOURNAL
Top 25 Cigars  

2021 No. 8
2020 No. 6
2016 No. 25

CIGAR JOURNAL
Brilliant Cigars 

2015 3.5 Stars & 3 Stars
2010 4 Stars
2009 4 Stars
2008 4.5 Stars & 4 Stars
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107 Ecuador
La Aurora 107 was released in 2010 to celebrate the company’s 107th anniversary.  

The blend features a sungrown Ecuadorian wrapper, Dominican binder and a combination  
of Dominican and Nicaraguan fillers.

Strength: Medium to Full

Wrapper: Ecuador

Binder: Cibao Valley (Dominican Republic)

Filler: Cibao Valley (Domincian Republic), 
Nicaragua and Peru

This cigar has a mild and slightly spicy beginning that increases in body to a medium and full 
smoke. It has rich tobacco flavours with a deep aroma of cocoa and spice and a sweet tip. 
The oily sungrown wrapper has a bright natural red colour and this well constructed cigar 

burns evenly with a light grey ash.

Robusto
5 x 50

21

Corona
51/2 x 42

21
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107 Maduro
The second line to be released under the La Aurora 107 Series, 107 Maduro features a maduro 
Broadleaf wrapper with a Dominican binder and a combination of Dominican and Nicaraguan 

filler tobacco creating a well balanced, flavourful Maduro.

Strength: Medium to Full

Wrapper: USA

Binder: Cibao Valley (Dominican Republic)

Filler: Cibao Valley (Domincian Republic), 
Nicaragua and Peru

This medium to full bodied cigar has notes of roasted coffee and a nutty aroma. Woody and 
spicy flavours come from its dark and silky maduro Broadleaf wrapper, especially  

in the beginning with some sweetness to follow.

Robusto
5 x 50

21

Corona
51/2 x 42

21
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107 Nicaragua
2022 Cigar Journal Trophy Awards - Best Cigar Dominican Republic

107 Nicaragua is La Aurora’s first Nicaraguan puro. The blend features a Nicaraguan Habano 
wrapper that was developed by La Aurora’s master blender Manuel Inoa, who has been 

crafting remarkable cigars for more than three decades.

Strength: Medium to Full

Wrapper: Nicaragua Habano

Binder: Nicaragua

Filler: Nicaragua

Hand crafted in the Dominican Republic, this cigar has an array of spicy notes accompanied 
by a subtle touch of leather. Deeper into the smoke there is a rich balance of earth, wood and 

floral tones with a pinch of liquorice and walnut at the finish.

Robusto
5 x 50

20
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Strength: Full

Robusto
5 x 50

20

ADN Dominicano

Wrapper: Dominican Republic

Binder: Cameroon

Filler: Dominican Republic, Pennsylvania, 
Nicaragua, Andullo

With this cigar, La Aurora has rescued the use of Andullo as an essential and unique component in 
the cigar filler by using it as a whole leaf in the filler. Andullo is a hard-to-work tobacco that is unique 
in cigar making; its strength, inspiring aroma and sweetness, combined with a well-balanced blend 

provides a completely exceptional smoking experience.

La Aurora ADN Dominicano is a cigar with an exceptional blend whose soul is the Andullo. 
Using this type of tobacco, La Aurora pays tribute to the oldest Dominican tobacco process and 
although little known today, it is deeply ingrained as an essential part of the Dominican Republic’s 

tobacco culture and its processing practices for hundreds of years.
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Strength: Mild

Sumo Short Robusto
4 x 54

25

Robusto
5 x 50

25

Belicoso
61/4 x 52

25

Principes Long Filler Claro

Wrapper: Connecticut (Ecuador)

Binder: Indonesia

Filler: Dominican Republic

The Principes Long Filler Claro features a Connecticut wrapper from Ecuador, Indonesia binder and 
a filler of 100% tobacco leaves from the Cibao Valley in the Dominican Republic.

A smooth, mild cigar offering earthy notes, cedar wood and nutty aftertaste. These well constructed 
cigars draw well with volumes of smoke.
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Principes Long Filler Maduro
Príncipes Long Filler Maduro have an extra aged wrapper from Indonesia combined with  

an Indonesia binder and a filler of 100% tobacco leaves from the Cibao Valley in  
the Dominican Republic.

Contrary to popular belief, the dark wrappers affect the taste by sweetening it, not providing  
more strength, which is actually conditioned by the amount of ligero tobacco leaves in the cigar 

blend. The Indonesia Maduro wrapper adds a hint of sweetness to the notes of earth,  
cedar wood and nuts.

Sumo Short Robusto
4 x 54

25

Robusto
5 x 50

25

Belicoso
61/4 x 52

25

Wrapper: Indonesia Maduro

Binder: Indonesia

Filler: Dominican Republic

Strength: Medium
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Leon Jimenes Prestige
Leon Jimenes Prestige are well balanced mild to medium body cigars with a smooth,  

well rounded flavour.

Distinctive flavours of cedar and leather, are the main notes of Leon Jimenes Prestige. In addition, its 
Connecticut wrapper, shiny with very fine veins, gives a special flavour of cocoa and nuts, at the 

end of the smoke. It is a mild smoke with notes of cinnamon and red fruits.

Corona Tubed
5 x 38

20

Wrapper: Connecticut

Binder: Ecuador

Filler: Dominican Republic,

Nicaragua and Peru

Strength: Mild to Medium
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Strength: Mild

Petit Corona
Bee (Honey)

4 x 38
10

Petit Corona
Blond (Vanilla)

4 x 38
10

Petit Corona
Caribbean (Rum)

4 x 38
10

Leon Jimenes Series Petites

Wrapper: Cameroon Ecuador

Binder: Nicaragua

Filler: Colombia, Dominican Republic  
& Nicaraguan

The Cameroon shade wrapper has a smooth and delicate aromatic flavour that produces a 
balanced smoke with notes of creamy vanilla, honey or rum.

Leon Jimenes Series Petites are handmade at the La Aurora factory, the oldest cigar makers 
 in the Dominican Republic.
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La Flor Dominicana was founded in 1996 in Santiago, Dominican Republic. Their commitment 
to quality, consistency and customer service has placed their brand among the most prestigious 
premium cigar brands in the world. Over the years they have developed a portfolio of quality 

blends, innovative shapes and sizes which fulfil the ever-changing needs of today’s cigar smokers. 
Their reputation for high levels of consistency is because they personally supervise every stage 

of their production; from the farming of their tobacco at their farm in La Canela, to the art of 
manufacturing in their modern factory. This vertical integration is their guarantee. 

 
The La Flor Dominicana Andalusian Bull was rated 2016 No 1 Cigar by Cigar Aficionado  

with an impressive 96 / 100. This marks the first time that La Flor Dominicana have been awarded 
Cigar of the Year.

CIGAR JOURNAL
Top 25 Cigars  

2018 No. 24
2017 No. 6
2014 No. 2
2013 No. 13

CIGAR JOURNAL
Trophy Awards

2016 Best Cigar Dominican Republic
2013 Best Cigar Dominican Republic
2011 Best Brand Dominican Republic

CIGAR AFICIONADO
Top 25 Cigars  

2022 No. 12
2021 No. 20
2020 No. 23
2019 No. 12
2018 No. 13
2017 No. 23
2016 No. 1
2014 No. 23
2013 No. 14
2012 No. 12
2011 No. 23
2010 No. 10
2009 No. 13
2008 No. 3
2007 No. 14
2006 No. 2
2005 No. 7

CIGAR JOURNAL
Brilliant Cigars 

2015 3 Stars
2010 4 Stars

CIGAR JOURNAL
Finest 25 Cigars 

2012 No. 16
2011 No. 12
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Strength: Full

Andalusian Bull
61/2 x 64

10

Andalusian Bull

Wrapper: Ecuadorian Corojo

Binder: Dominican Republic

Filler: Dominican Republic

Litto Gomez and his son Tony collaborated on the cigar and spent a fair amount of time fine-tuning 
the blend. The result is a cigar that is as intriguing in flavour as it is in appearance. First impressions 

are bold and savoury with strong notes of hickory and leather but it continues to take on a complex 
spiciness of saffron and cumin as well as a slight tangy note that brings the strength and spice 

together - and it only gets better with every puff!

The La Flor Dominicana Andalusian Bull is a truly new concept within the La Flor Dominicana’s 
portfolio of fine cigars. The size is based on an old cigar mould that Litto Gomez found in Belgium. 
Naming it after Andalusia was a nod to Spain, the country where Litto Gomez was born and the 
silhouette of a matador on the band represents the celebrated history of the sport of bullfighting in 

Andalusia. The La Flor Dominicana Andalusian Bull was awarded 2016 Cigar of the Year by Cigar 
Aficionado and this marks the first time that La Flor Dominicana have received this accolade.
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La Nox
2016 Cigar Journal Trophy Awards - Best Cigar Dominican Republic

Dark in appearance and flavour, La Nox features a sweet Brazilian maduro wrapper, a  
San Andres binder and a blend of La Flor Dominicana’s own Dominican Piloto and  

Pelo de Oro fillers.

Strength: Full

This cigars smooth smoke and rich flavour were crafted for elegance and power. The result is a 
cigar that embodies its name and the serene experience that only the night can provide.

Petit La Nox
5 x 40
5 x 5

La Nox
61/2 x 50

20

Wrapper: Brasilian Cubra 
Maduro

Binder: Dominican Republic

Filler: Dominican Republic
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La Volcada

The overturned. That is what La ‘Volcada’ directly translates to, although that’s not exactly what 
this cigar is about. The term ‘La Volcada’ comes from a step in the tango dance that originated 

in Uruguay where Litto Gomez grew up and this cigar celebrates his Uruguayan heritage. This is 
the third instalment in an unofficial series of small batch cigars released by La Flor Dominicana; 

the first being La Nox and the second the Andalusian Bull. An oily San Andres wrapper covers an 
Ecuadorian Corojo binder and filler from the Dominican Republic.

Featuring a knotted pigtail cap this cigar has notes of leather, coffee and pepper 
with spicy undertones and an open, even draw.

Strength: Medium to Full

Wrapper: Ecuador Corojo

Binder: Dominican Republic

Filler: Dominican Republic

Petit La Volcada
4 1/2 x 32

5 x 6

La Volcada
7 x 48

20
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Double Ligero

Continuing La Flor Dominicana’s trend of blending powerful cigars, the Double Ligero contain a 
rich all-ligero filler and binder blend of smooth Dominican tobaccos finished with  

a dark Ecuadorian sun grown wrapper.

Strength: Full

Opening up with a barrage of spice and cedar, the intensity of this cigar makes its 
presence felt early on. The flavour profile quickly turns sweet, with heavy floral notes  

and chocolatey undertones.

Chiselito
5 x 44

20

Corona Crystal 
Tubos

55/8 x 44
10

Robusto Crystal 
Tubos

53/4 x 52
10

Wrapper: Ecuador Sumatra

Binder: Dominican Republic

Filler: Dominican Republic
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Strength: Full

Robusto
5 x 48

24

Belicoso
51/2 x 52

24

Toro
6 x 54

24

Reserva Especial

Wrapper: Ecuador Corojo

Binder: Dominican Republic

Filler: Dominican Republic

This cigar is characterised by a powerful elegance, the medium bodied smoke is smooth but it’s 
flavours are abundant and diverse, featuring a myriad of spices, wood, nuts, and earth to keep the 

experienced palate entertained from start to finish.

The Reserva Especial was the result of the most important decision in the history of La Flor 
Dominicana, the purchase of their own farm where they could grow their own tobacco.  

This allowed them to completely change their style of cigar from the traditionally mild flavour  
profile that the Dominican Republic was known for to new blends with extraordinary  

character, power and flavour.
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Los Carajos

La Flor Dominicana were inspired to create this petit smoke with the rich flavours of a full 
sized Ligero which resulted in this, the premium Los Carajos line. Using the same tobacco 

as their large counterparts, the Los Corajos combines an Ecuadorian Sumatra wrapper with 
Dominican binder and wrapper.

Strength: Medium to Full

Offering a shorter, quicker smoke this cigar has notes of espresso,
leather and cream with a hint of spice.

Carajos
4 x 34
5 x 6

Wrapper: Ecuadorian Sumatra

Binder: Dominican Republic

Filler: Dominican Republic
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Los Carajos Maduro

The Los Carajos Maduro has all the power and flavour of a full sized Ligero cigar 
concentrated into a quick smoke. The Los Carajos Maduro features a Connecticut Broadleaf 

wrapper combined with binder and filler from the Dominican Republic.

Strength: Medium to Full

This cigar has core notes of leather, spice, cream and coffee
overlaid with chocolate.

Carajos Maduro
4 x 34
5 x 6

Wrapper: Connecticut Broadleaf

Binder: Dominican Republic

Filler: Dominican Republic
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Strength: Full

El Carajon
4 x 34
100

El Carajon

Wrapper: Ecuador Habano

Binder: Dominican Republic

Filler: Dominican Republic

The cigar itself is very small but entirely handmade and packs a surprising punch of power and 
flavour. The blend consists entirely of Ecuadorian Habano wrapper and Dominican fillers and 

binders from the La Flor Dominicana farm.

Originally this cigar came packaged in 5 packs and was named El Carajo, carajo being a 
somewhat vulgar expression of surprise eg “Carajo! That cigar is good!” The name Carajon  

is made up, it is a fusion of “carajo and “cajon” which means cabinet. The El Carajon are packed 
in retailer friendly ‘double lid’ cabinet boxes of 100 cigars. A perfect showpiece  

for every humidor!
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Oro Chisel

The words ‘refined power’ shine through this cigar like the gold tubes that encase them.  
A true powerhouse backed with extraordinary flavour. Before he made cigars, Litto Gomez was 
a jeweller, so when he created a new cigar line in 2012 he decided to pay homage to his former 
career. His Oro line – oro is Spanish for gold – is made with his home grown Dominican tobacco 

from La Canela under a dark, high priming wrapper from Nicaragua.

Strength: Full

The La Flor Dominicana Oro Chisel brings a new taste to Gomez’s trademark figurado size. It’s 
considerably strong with spicy leather and tingly ginger on the palate, plus hearty hickory wood. 

The handsome cigars come packed in distinctive golden tubes.

Chisel Tubos
6 x 54

5

Wrapper: Nicaragua

Binder: Dominican Republic

Filler: Dominican Republic, 
Nicaragua

CIGAR AFICIONADO
Top 25 Cigars  

2022 No. 12
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Chisel Selection

Double Ligero
Wrapper: Ecuadorian Sumatra

Binder: Dominican Republic  Filler: Dominican Republic

Strength: Full

Double Ligero Maduro
Wrapper: Connecticut Broadleaf  Binder: Dominican Republic

Filler: Dominican Republic

Strength: Full

Cameroon Cabinet
Wrapper: Cameroon

Binder: Dominican Republic  Filler: Dominican Republic, Nicaragua

Strength: Medium to Full

Ligero
Wrapper: Ecuadorian Sumatra

Binder: Dominican Republic Filler: Dominican Republic

Strength: Full

Coronado
Wrapper: Nicaraguan Habano

Binder: Dominican Republic Filler: Dominican Republic

Strength: Medium to Full

Get a taste of what La Flor Dominicana has to offer with this selection from across their line up in 
their trademark 6 x 54 Chisel vitola, presented in a beautiful wooden box.
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Los Lanceros Selection

Double Ligero
Wrapper: Ecuadorian Sumatra

Binder: Dominican Republic  Filler: Dominican Republic

Strength: Full

Double Ligero Oscuro
Wrapper: Ecuadorian Sumatra

Binder: Dominican Republic  Filler: Dominican Republic

Strength: Full

Cameroon Cabinet
Wrapper: Cameroon

Binder: Dominican Republic  Filler: Dominican Republic, Nicaragua

Strength: Medium to Full

Air Bender
Wrapper: Ecuadorian Habano

Binder: Dominican Republic Filler: Dominican Republic

Strength: Full

Coronado
Wrapper: Nicaraguan Habano

Binder: Dominican Republic Filler: Dominican Republic

Strength: Medium to Full

Try a selection of La Flor Dominicana’s different smoking profiles  
presented in a smart wooden box.
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Since 1995 when Flor De Selva was launched in France, the Maya Selva Cigars collection 
continues to expand to the amazement and delight of aficionados. Like a fine wine, cigars 

bear the stamp of their origins, the character of their land.
Flor De Selva reflects the full character of the Jamastran valley highlands, shielded by the 

mountains of El Paraiso. From the heart of its fertile red soil - a mixture of sand and clay - the 
tobacco draws its woody flavour and rich, deep aromas.

The success of these cigars lies in the unique blending process, the blend is adapted to each 
cigar size allowing cigar lovers to discover a different Honduran experience with each 

vitola. These cigars are true Honduran puros with every element from the box to the band 
being manufactured in Honduras.

CIGAR JOURNAL
Top 25 Cigars  

2022 No. 8
2022 No. 20
2017 No. 16
2016 No. 18
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The Flor De Selva Clásica is a Honduran puro featuring a Honduran Connecticut wrapper, a binder 
from the Jamastran valley and the filler is a selection of the best tobacco from Honduras.

Clásica

Wrapper: Connecticut-
Honduras

Binder: Jamastran

Filler: Honduras

Strength: Mild to Medium

Robusto
43/4 x 50

25

Fino
6 x 44

25

Robusto - The standard for all cigars. Moderate yet sharp. Wildwood honey,  
walnut and pepper overtones. Medium strength.

Fino - Balanced strength reminiscent of the woodland and wild aromas  
of Honduras. Mild strength.
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It all began from a very humble beginning when Jose Pepin Garcia and his family established a 
very small cigar factory in Little Havana in 2003. Jose Pepin Garcia could not have imagined 

at that moment that his love and passion for cigars would help him to build one of the most 
recognized companies in the cigar industry. His companies have become synonymous with 

highly rated and well-distinguished brands. 

The Cigar Aficionado Best Cigar of the Year for 2012 was given to Flor de Las Antillas and 
repeated in 2015 with Le Bijou 1922 Torpedo Box Pressed. This makes My Father only one 
of three cigar makers to receive this accolade on more than one occasion since the awards 

commenced in 2004. 
 

The Garcia Family continues to follow the tradition they lived and learned in Cuba and proudly 
own two factories, the headquarters in Doral, which is a boutique factory with a team of twelve 
expert cigar rollers trained by Don Pepin himself. The other is the Garcia Family Industrial Park in 
Estelí, Nicaragua with more than three hundred cigar rollers. Both factories are responsible for 

the twelve company owned brands that exist in the marketplace today.

CIGAR AFICIONADO
Top 25 Cigars  

2021 No. 17
2020 No. 8
2018 No. 2
2017 No. 7
2015 No. 1
2014 No. 17
2013 No. 19
2012 No. 1
2010 No. 16
2009 No. 3

CIGAR JOURNAL
Trophy Awards

2017 Best Value Nicaragua
2015  Lifetime Achievement     

Jose Pepin Garcia
2012 Best Cigar Nicaragua

CIGAR JOURNAL
Top 25 Cigars  

2017 No. 1 
2018 No. 23
2014 No. 7

CIGAR JOURNAL
Finest 25 Cigars  

2011 No. 6

CIGAR JOURNAL
Brilliant Cigars 

2010 4.5 Stars
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My Father
The brand, named “My Father”, is made from specially selected tobacco grown at the My Father 
farms in Esteli, Nicaragua. The cigars are manufactured under the strictest supervision and consist 

of the best Habano Rosado wrapper for an excellent taste.

Strength: Full

These full bodied cigars are full of rich flavour with notes of leather and coffee.

No 1
51/4 x 52

23

Wrapper: Habano Rosado

Binder: Nicaragua

Filler: Nicaragua
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Strength: Medium

Robusto
5 x 50

20

Belicoso
51/2 x 52

20

Toro
6 x 52

20

Flor De Las Antillas
2017 Cigar Journal Trophy Award - Best Value Nicaragua

Wrapper: Nicaragua

Binder: Nicaragua

Filler: Nicaragua

These box pressed cigars are delicious from the first puff, with notes of nutmeg, white pepper and 
just enough strength without being overpowering. They start with the signature My Father spice 

and have a rich cocoa flavour. They produce a beautiful white ash giving a great finish.

The Flor De Las Antillas brand was released by My Father Cigars in May 2012 in the USA and 
were awarded Cigar of the Year by Cigar Aficionado later that year. These full bodied cigars 

have a sun grown wrapper harvested in Las Marais farm located in the region of Namnji in 
Esteli, Nicaragua, owned and operated by the Garcia family, their trademark double binder 

and Nicaraguan Cuban seed fillers. The Garcia family named the brand for Cuba, the largest 
of the Antilles Islands, which are called Antillas in their native Spanish.
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Le Bijou (The Jewel) 1922

Awarded Cigar of the Year by Cigar Aficionado in 2015 these cigars were made by Jose “Pepin” 
Garcia in honour, appreciation and memory of his father, who was born in 1922.  

They are presented in an elegant white box of 23 cigars with a double band and are  
finished with a Habano O.O Oscuro wrapper.

Strength: Full

This is a full bodied blend with an exquisite and exceptional aroma that conveys  
impressions of chocolate covered raisins and leather with a sweet and salty finish that 

resonates on the palate.

Petit Robusto
41/2 x 50

23

Grand Robusto
55/8 x 55

23

Toro
6 x 52

23

Torpedo Box 
Pressed
61/8 x 52

23

Wrapper: Habana Oscuro Oscuro

Binder: Nicaragua

Filler: Nicaragua
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Melanio Oliva first grew tobacco in Pinar del Rio, Cuba in 1886 and Oliva Cigars remain 
one of the most influential cigar makers in Nicaragua. Their award winning excellent cigars 
have featured in Cigar Aficionado and Cigar Journal Cigars of the Year, year after year, 

reaching the peak of No. 1 Cigar of the Year in 2014 with the Oliva Serie V Melanio 
Figurado. In the same year, Oliva were the first New World Cigar maker to be awarded 

with the prestigious UK Cigar Producer of the Year at a special award ceremony in London 
and in 2021 Serie V Melanio Figurado was named UK Cigar of the Year. 

 
Across their ranges of the smooth Flor de Oliva blend, mild and smooth Serie O, the 

dark sweetness of Serie G and the beautiful oily Sun Grown wrapper on the full bodied 
and complex Serie V, there is a cigar across all flavour profiles and budgets for every 

connoisseur to enjoy.

CIGAR AFICIONADO
Top 25 Cigars  

2021 No. 7
2020 No. 8
2019 No. 6
2018 No. 8
2017 No. 3
2016 No. 8
2014 No. 1
2013 No. 11
2012 No. 18
2011 No. 22
2010 No. 18
2009 No. 5
2008 No. 12
2007 No. 4
2006 No. 11
2005 No. 9

CIGAR JOURNAL
Trophy Awards

2020 Best Brand Nicaragua
2018 Best Value Nicaragua
2015 Best Value Nicaragua
2013 Best Cigar Nicaragua
2010 Best Value Nicaragua

CIGAR JOURNAL
Top 25 Cigars  

2021 No. 7
2019 No. 15
2014 No. 5
2013 No. 4

CIGAR JOURNAL
Finest 25 Cigars  

2012 No. 1 

CIGAR JOURNAL
Brilliant Cigars 

2010 5 Stars & 4.5 Stars
2009 4.5 Stars & 4 Stars
2008 4.5 Stars & 4 Stars
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Serie O
2018 Cigar Journal Trophy Award - Best Value Nicaragua

Serie O is a Nicaraguan Puro. Made in the original Cuban tradition of growing the same Habano 
seed in diverse regions of the country to produce a distinct blend. This blend was achieved by 

growing Habano in Estelí, Condega and Jalapa Valley.

Strength: Medium

A sweet and spicy smoke layered with notes of chocolate, cedar and a hint of caramel. 
Aging: Puros should be aged at generous humidity levels (70–78%) to preserve the natural oil.

Robusto
5 x 50

20

Robusto Tubos
5 x 50

10

Corona
6 x 46

20

Toro Tubos
6 x 50

10

Double Toro
6 x 60

10

Wrapper: Sun-Grown Habano

Binder: Nicaraguan Habano

Filler: Nicaraguan Habano
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Strength: Medium

Robusto
41/2 x 50

24

Belicoso
5 x 52

24

Churchill
7 x 50

24

Serie G Maduro

Wrapper: Mexico

Binder: Indonesia

Filler: Nicaraguan Habano

This medium bodied cigar has notes of spice and rich cedar and is a complex cigar crafted  
for the more developed palate.

Serie G Maduro is a medium body blend made with a Mexican wrapper.  
The unique flavour notes of this wrapper are complemented by the natural richness  

of Nicaraguan Habano fillers.
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Serie G
Serie G is a medium body blend made with an authentic African-Cameroon wrapper.  
The wrapper is complemented by the natural richness of Nicaraguan Habano fillers.

Strength: Medium

Medium bodied cigars with notes of cedar and coffee with an excellent balance of  
smoke and flavour.

Aging: Cameroon is a thin wrapper with little oils, its flavour will change little from aging.

Cigarillo
4 x 38
10 x 5

Special G
33/4 x 48

25

Double Robusto
5 x 54

25

Wrapper: Africa Cameroon

Binder: Cuban Seed Habano

Filler: Nicaraguan Habano

Robusto
41/2 x 50

25
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Petit Corona
41/2 x 46

10

Robusto
5 x 52

10

Double Toro
6 x 60

10

Figurado
61/2 x 52

10

Torpedo
61/2 x 52

10

Serie V Melanio is hand rolled using expertly fermented ligero fillers, leaves known for their robust 
and rich flavour. Five years in the making, these special cigars are sure to exceed a premium cigar 

smoker’s highest expectations. 
This skill and dedication was rewarded in 2014 when the Serie V Melanio Figurado was named 
Cigar of the Year by Cigar Aficionado and in 2021 the same cigar was named UK Cigar of the 

Year at a special ceremony in London.

Serie V Melanio

Strength: Full

Wrapper: Ecuadorian

Binder: Nicaraguan

Filler: Nicaraguan

These cigars are full flavoured yet smooth with rich big notes of leather framed by a range of 
coffee, caramel and woody intonations. The long filler tobaccos are a blend of Oliva Nicaraguan 

Habano that emphasises tobacco from the Jalapa region, an area known for a more nuanced 
leaf than the Esteli or Condega regions. The carefully aged Jalapa blend produces a particularly 

flavoured smoke.
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Serie V Melanio Maduro
Serie V Melanio Maduro is the next edition of the highly rated Serie V Melanio line.  

Made from a blend of Nicaraguan Habano grown in the Jalapa region of the country and 
wrapped in a Mexican Maduro from the lush San Andres valley, these unique cigars are sure  

to satisfy the highest expectations of Maduro cigar smokers.

At the beginning these box pressed cigars are mild and creamy with a slightly sweet taste,  
they then develop coffee and earthy aromas as well as a delicate bitterness.  

They are flavourful and multi layered.

Strength: Full

Robusto
5 x 52

10

Torpedo
6 1/2 x 52

10

Wrapper: Mexican Maduro

Binder: Nicaraguan Habano

Filler: Nicaraguan Habano

Figurado
6 1/2 x 52

10

Churchill
7 x 50

10
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Belicoso
5 x 54

24

Double Robusto
5 x 54

24

Torpedo
6 x 56

24

Serie V is a complex blend of Nicaraguan long filler tobaccos. Blended with specially fermented 
Jalapa Valley ligero and finished with a high priming Habano Sun Grown Wrapper.

Serie V
2015 Cigar Journal Trophy Award - Best Value Nicaragua
2020 Cigar Journal Trophy Award - Best Brand Nicaragua
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These cigars are blended to deliver full body taste while maintaining an unparalleled smoothness. 
This flavourful blend exhibits complex tobacco with rich coffee and dark chocolate tones. A subtle 

and well balanced spice is present throughout.

A Serie V Natural Sampler is also available.

Strength: Full

Double Toro
6 x 60

24

Special V Figurado
6 x 60

24

Churchill Extra
7 x 52

24

Wrapper: Habano Sun Grown

Binder: Nicaragua

Filler: Jalapa Valley Ligero
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Serie V Maduro

The Serie V blend is taken to the next level with the introduction of Serie V Maduro. 
Combining a sweet and spicy Mexican San Andres wrapper with formidable 

Nicaraguan Ligeros creates layers of richness and complexity, which in spite of its 
power, make this cigar a must smoke.

Strength: Full

Wrapper: Mexican San Andres

Binder: Nicaraguan

Filler: Nicaraguan

The toasty smoke shows notes of dark chocolate and raisins with hints of cedar, coffee 
beans and walnut that build to a woody finish. This full bodied cigar is very rich and 

balanced with a full open draw and even burn.

Double Robusto
5 x 54

10

Double Toro
6 x 60

10
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Strength: Full

No. 4
5 x 43
5 x 3

Double Robusto
5 x 54
5 x 3

Double Toro
6 x 60
5 x 3

Serie V 3 Packs

Wrapper: Habano Sun Grown

Binder: Nicaragua

Filler: Jalapa Valley Ligero

These cigars are blended to deliver full body taste while maintaining an unparalleled smoothness. 
This flavourful blend exhibits complex tobacco with rich coffee and dark chocolate tones. A subtle 

and well balanced spice is present throughout.

Serie V is a complex blend of Nicaraguan long filler tobaccos. Blended with  
specially fermented Jalapa Valley ligero and finished with a high priming Habano  

Sun Grown Wrapper.
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Flor De Oliva

Flor De Oliva are THE original long filler hand made cigars produced by Oliva cigars 
in Nicaragua. They are crafted using Nicaraguan long leaf tobaccos which undergo a 

meticulous aging process.

These medium bodied cigars have a flavourful, rich and cream blend offering rich  
earthy flavours without the bite.

Strength: Mild to Medium

Robusto
5 x 50

25

Torpedo
6 1/2 x 52

25

Churchill
7 x 50

25

Wrapper: Indonesia

Binder: Nicaragua

Filler: Nicaragua
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Robusto Sampler

This is the opportunity to try the different smoking profiles across the Oliva ranges, 
presented in a smart gift box.

Wrapper: Ecuadorian Connecticut

Binder: Nicaragua

Filler: Nicaragua

Connecticut Reserve

Wrapper: Africa Cameroon

Binder: Cuban Seed Habano

Filler: Nicaraguan Habano

Serie G

Wrapper: Ecuador

Binder: Nicaragua

Filler: Nicaragua

Serie V Melanio

Wrapper: Sun Grown Habano

Binder: Nicaraguan Habano

Filler: Nicaraguan Habano

Serie O

Wrapper: Sun Grown Habano

Binder: Nicaragua

Filler: Jalapa Valley Ligero

Serie V
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If “Padrón” is stated on the label, the family’s honour is concerned. The Padrón’s know 
that the production of a great cigar needs time and experience. From sowing seeds to 
manufacturing they need 4 years to create a cigar. For 4 generations in the tobacco 
industry, they have dedicated more than 100 years to the perfection of their family’s 

legacy. Padrón were the first manufacturer to be named Cigar of the Year for 2004 when 
Cigar Aficionado started publishing their awards list, and now 17 years later, Padrón has 
produced the No1 cigar for 2021. This is the fourth time for Padrón to be named Cigar of 
the Year, making them the record holder. Furthermore, Padrón has now occupied a place 

in the top five every year but one.

CIGAR AFICIONADO
Top 25 Cigars  

2021 No. 1
2020 No. 3
2019 No. 2
2018 No. 4
2017 No. 2
2016 No. 5
2015 No. 5
2014 No. 7
2013 No. 4
2012 No. 4
2011 No. 5
2010 No. 4
2009 No. 1
2008 No. 2
2007 No. 1
2006 No. 3
2005 No. 3
2004 No. 1

CIGAR JOURNAL
Trophy Awards

2021 Best Brand Nicaragua
2020 Best Value Nicaragua
2016 Best Cigar Nicaragua
2015 Best Brand Nicaragua
2015 Best Cigar Nicaragua
2014 Best Brand Nicaragua
2013 Best Brand Nicaragua
2010 Best Cigar Nicaragua

CIGAR JOURNAL
Top 25 Cigars  

2018 No. 3
2017 No. 4
2016 No. 3
2015 No. 2
2014 No. 10
2013 No. 9

CIGAR JOURNAL
Finest 25 Cigars  

2012 No. 3
2011 No. 1 

CIGAR JOURNAL
Brilliant Cigars 

2010 5 Stars & 4.5 Stars
2009  5 Stars, 4.5 Stars            

& 4 Stars
2008  5 Stars, 4.5 Stars            

& 4 Stars
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1926 Serie
The 1926 Serie premiered in 2002 to commemorate Jose O Padrón’s 75th birthday. The refined 
tobacco is aged 5 years then blended to create an exceptionally smooth, complex, balanced 
and full bodied flavour. Continuing Padrón tradition, the 1926 Serie is offered in a box pressed 
format. In 2007, the1926 No9 Maduro was named Cigar of the Year by Cigar Aficionado, this 

was the second time Padrón received this accolade.

Strength: Full

It’s a complex smoke with perfect balance, showing flavours of chocolate, coffee and nuts, as well 
as some black cherry. The cigar has a finish so long it seems to never leave the palate. 

No 35
4 x 48

24

No 9 Maduro
51/4 x 56

24

No 2
51/2 x 52

24

No 2 Maduro
51/2 x 52

24

Wrapper: Nicaragua

Binder: Nicaragua

Filler: Nicaragua

A 1926 Maduro Sampler is also available.
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Strength: Medium to Full

Principe Maduro
41/2 x 46

25

Torpedo Maduro
6 x 52

20

Torpedo
6 x 52

20

1964 Anniversary Series
2021 Cigar Journal Trophy Award - Best Brand Nicaragua

Wrapper: Nicaragua

Binder: Nicaragua

Filler: Nicaragua

Big notes of chocolate and coffee bean harmonize with earthy and nutty impressions, backed by 
touches of wood, nutmeg and walnut, make for a rich and balanced cigar.

The Padrón 1964 Anniversary Series was introduced in 1994 to commemorate Padrón’s 
30th anniversary. All tobacco used in this limited production series is aged for four years, 

creating a smooth and complex flavour. In honour of the age old Cuban tradition of 
box pressing cigars, the 1964 Anniversary line was introduced as a box pressed series. 
The Padrón 1964 Anniversary Series Torpedo was awarded Cigar of the Year by Cigar 

Aficionado in 2021 for an historic fourth time.
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The Padrón Series were the start of the Padrón legacy. All tobacco used in the manufacture of this 
cigar is sun grown and aged for a minimum of two and a half years. Offering exceptional quality 

and value, this cigar is now regarded as a classic!

Strength: Medium to Full

This cigar burns and draws beautifully, showing an elegant array of nuts, nougat and caramel 
leading to a chocolate espresso finish.

2000
5 x 50

26

2000 Maduro
5 x 50

26

Wrapper: Nicaragua

Binder: Nicaragua

Filler: Nicaragua

Padrón Series
2020 Cigar Journal Trophy Award - Best Value Nicaragua
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Strength: Full

50 Years Maduro
5 x 54

10

50 Years
5 x 54

10

45 Years Maduro
6 x 52

10

Family Reserve
2015 Cigar Journal Trophy Award - Best Brand Nicaragua
2014 Cigar Journal Trophy Award - Best Brand Nicaragua

Wrapper: Nicaragua

Binder: Nicaragua

Filler: Nicaragua

These box pressed cigars are an intense smoke jammed with rich, hearty, coffee notes  
and a heady amount of spices.

Once exclusive to the Padrón family, the Family Reserve are hand crafted from tobacco aged 
for ten years. In 2009 the 45 Years Maduro achieved a remarkable third Cigar of the Year 

accolade from Cigar Aficionado.
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Special Releases
On occasion Padrón craft special releases to commemorate significant family events.  

In 2004 the 40th Anniversary Natural marked the first time Padrón was awarded  
Cigar of the Year by Cigar Aficionado.

Strength: Full

The 40th Anniversary may be the best cigar the Padróns have ever made. Each leaf in the cigar is a 
minimum of five years old and the wrapper feels like fine silk. The box-pressed torpedo is superbly 
crafted with an intensely complex flavour. Slightly stronger than a Padrón Anniversary, it has heavy 

chocolate notes framed by earthy spices, with a luxuriant, long finish. 
 

The 80 Years is an amazing cigar, teeming with complexity and depth that can only be achieved 
through inventories of well-aged tobacco. The cigar has the signature Padrón flavour: cocoa,  
coffee, nuts and toast; it also has orange peel, leather and some spice on the finish. It is made  
with some of the company’s oldest leaves by only one buncher and one roller, who create but  

300 cigars per day.

40th Anniversary
61/4 x 54

20

80 Years Maduro
63/4 x 54

8

Wrapper: Nicaragua

Binder: Nicaragua

Filler: Nicaragua
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Strength: Medium to Full

No 12
5 x 50

20

No 8
51/2 x 46

20

No 15
6 x 52

20

Damaso

Wrapper: Ecuadorian Connecticut

Binder: Nicaragua

Filler: Nicaragua

Delicate notes of toasted almond and sweet pecan complement the heartier core of earth, wood 
and oaky whiskey barrel. Subtle citrus and spice come through on the finish. Flavourful without 

being too heavy.

Named for Jose O Padrón’s grandfather, these cigars are a brand with a very different look and taste 
to the full bodied cigars Padrón usually make. Damaso cigars are covered with Connecticut seed 

wrappers and sold in the round rather than the traditional Padrón box press.
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Wrapper: Nicaragua

Binder: Nicaragua

Filler: Nicaragua

Strength: Full

Wrapper: Nicaragua

Binder: Nicaragua

Filler: Nicaragua

Strength: Full

Wrapper: Nicaragua

Binder: Nicaragua

Filler: Nicaragua

Strength: Full

1926 Series - No 1, No 2 & No 6

Padrón Series – 4000 & 6000

1964 Anniversary Series -  
Imperial, Exclusivo & Torpedo

Padrón Maduro Sampler
This is the opportunity to try a selection from across the Padrón range in their Maduro  

wrapper presented in a beautiful gift box.
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Having opened its doors over a decade ago with Master Blender Abe Flores at the helm,  
the PDR Cigar factory is creating some of the most acclaimed cigars on the market.  

With a commitment to quality and consistency PDR Cigars selects and maintains only the  
finest tobaccos from countries such as; the Dominican Republic, Nicaragua, Brazil, Ecuador 

and the United States.
Abe Flores and the PDR Cigar Factory proudly rolls cigars in the classic Cuban entubado 
method allowing for an exceptional smoking experience. This commitment to quality and 

craftsmanship shines through in PDR’s outstanding selection of complex and flavourful cigars. 
Take some time to cut, light and experience the best kept secret in premium boutique cigars.

CIGAR AFICIONADO
Top 25 Cigars  

2014 No. 10
2013 No. 9
2013 No. 22
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A Flores 1975 Gran Reserva Corojo
First released in 2013, the A Flores 1975 Gran Reserva Corojo is meticulously crafted in honour of 

Abe Flores, one of the best and brightest blenders in the business. Each cigar is hand made using a 
Dominican binder, a bevy of Nicaraguan Habano filler leaves and topped in an extensively aged 

2006 Dominican Corojo wrapper.

Strength: Medium

Wrapper: Corojo 2006 Dominican Republic

Binder: Olor Dominican RepublicOOlor Dominican Republic

Filler: Corojo Dominican Republic  
& Habano Nicaragua

These medium cigars are rich and creamy with notes of black pepper and roasted coffee beans 
followed by cedar wood and earth with hints of cinnamon - a delightful symphony of flavours.

Half Corona
31/2 x 46

5 x 5

Purito
41/4 x 34

5 x 6
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El Criollito
A limited release blend originally made as a European market exclusive, El Criollito showcases 
a finely aged Nicaraguan Criollo and Dominican blend with a hearty San Andres Mexican 

binder and Ecuadorian Criollo Rosado wrapper. Along with great taste, you can count on PDR’s 
commitment to outstanding construction and consistency from one smoke to the next.

Strength: Medium

Wrapper: Ecuador Criollo 98

Binder: Olor Dominican RepublicOMexican San Andres

Filler: Dominican Republic  
& Nicaraguan Criollo 98

These cigars are a perfectly balanced medium bodied smoke with uniquely delicious flavours of 
white pepper, almonds, ground coffee, cedar and hints of cinnamon.

Half Corona
31/2 x 50

5 x 5

Robusto
5 x 54

24

Short Gordo
41/4 x 58

24

Purito
41/4 x 34

5 x 6
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Perdomo Cigars are a family owned and operated company headquartered in Miami, 
Florida with agricultural and manufacturing facilities in Estelí, Nicaragua. As a vertically 

integrated cigar manufacturer they control every process, from their agricultural operations 
in the fertile valleys of the Esteli, Condega and famed Jalapa regions in Nicaragua to their 

distribution centre in Miami.
Each and every department is fully committed to making sure quality is their top priority and 
this commitment was recognised when the 10th Anniversary Maduro Epicure was named 

Cigar of the Year 2021 by Cigar Journal.

CIGAR JOURNAL
Trophy Awards

2021 Best Cigar Nicaragua
2020 Best Cigar Nicaragua
2019 Best Brand Nicaragua
2018 Best Brand Nicaragua
2016 Best Brand Nicaragua
2014 Best Value Nicaragua
2010 Best Cigar Nicaragua

CIGAR JOURNAL
Top 25 Cigars  

2021 No. 1 
2021 No. 13
2020 No. 2
2014 No. 4
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The Reserve 10th Anniversary Connecticut is blended using tobaccos that have been 
carefully hand selected and aged for a minimum of six years, The Reserve 10th Anniversary 

Connecticut was where the technique of bourbon barrel aging wrapper tobaccos 
started for Perdomo. This special aging process was a Perdomo family secret for years 
and Nicholas Perdomo Sr aptly named the bourbon aged Connecticut wrapper the 

‘champagne’ of wrappers.

Reserve 10th Anniversary Connecticut
2018 Cigar Journal Trophy Award - Best Brand Nicaragua

Strength: Mild to Medium

Wrapper: Ecuadorian Connecticut

Binder: Olor Dominican RepublicOCuban Seed Nicaraguan

Filler: OCuban Seed Nicaraguan

The Ecuadorian Connecticut wrapper imparts sweet hints of cream and honey. The Cuban seed 
Nicaraguan binder and filler leaves offer a rich spiciness with oaky overtones. This blend offers 

elegant flavours with rich complex aroma and a silky smooth finish.

Super Toro
6 x 60

25

Epicure
6 x 54

25

Robusto
5 x 54

25
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Originally launched to celebrate Perdomo’s 10th Anniversary the range was expanded to 
include the Reserve 10th Anniversary Maduro. This cigar is a Nicaraguan puro blended 
with a dark, oily 6 year old Cuban seed Nicaraguan wrapper that has been bourbon 

barrel aged for an additional 14 months and is paired with 6 year old Cuban seed 
Nicaraguan binder and filler tobaccos. In 2021 the Reserve 10th Anniversary Maduro 

Epicure was named Cigar of the Year by Cigar Journal.

Reserve 10th Anniversary Maduro

Strength: Medium to Full

Wrapper: Nicaraguan Maduro

Binder: Olor Dominican RepublicOCuban Seed Nicaraguan

Filler: OCuban Seed Nicaraguan

Super Toro
6 x 60

25

Epicure
6 x 54

25

Robusto
5 x 54

25

This box pressed medium to full cigar has naturally sweet flavours of cocoa, espresso,  
caramel and pepper that produces a smooth and soft smoke.
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A handy humidified travel bag containing four 10th Anniversary Connecticut Epicure cigars. 
The Ecuadorian Connecticut wrapper imparts sweet hints of cream and honey. The Cuban 
seed Nicaraguan binder and filler leaves offer a rich spiciness with oaky overtones. This 

blend offers elegant flavours with rich complex aromas and a silky, smooth finish.

10th Anniversary Connecticut Humidified Travel Bag

Strength: Mild to Medium

Wrapper: Ecuadorian Connecticut

Binder: Olor Dominican RepublicOCuban Seed Nicaraguan

Filler: OCuban Seed Nicaraguan
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Room101 Cigars were founded in 2009 with the intent to honour the craft and rich history 
of cigar making whilst applying a progressive approach to both blending and product 

design. From its inception the Room101 brand quickly garnered the respect and intrigue of 
cigar traditionalists as well as a newer breed of enthusiast in the early stages of what was 

to become an era of ‘boutique’ brands.
2017 saw the reincarnation of Room101 Cigars. With the launch of exciting collaborative 

projects with both the Caldwell Cigar Company and AJ Fernandez, Room101 again 
demonstrated the brand’s ability to transcend the norm and skyline as a house of 

innovation in terms of creativity and quality . These first products paved the way towards 
the debut of new collections under the Room101 name to solidify the brand’s position in 

premium tobacco.
Rolled at Tabacalera William Ventura in the Dominican Republic, Matt Booth explains 

that Farce is the first part in a new cigar series for Room 10: ”Farce is the first instalment in 
a multi-blend sub-brand series for Room101 Cigars, I have invested tremendously in these 

products, intending that they properly reflect the evolution of the Room101 brand in the 
cigar class. This is not a one-shot deal - it is the beginning of a new era for Room101  

in the cigar business.”

CIGAR AFICIONADO
Top 25 Cigars  

2019 No. 22
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Hand made in the Domincan Republic, the Farce Original features an Ecuadorian Habano 
wrapper, an Indonesian binder and filler from the Dominican Republic, Nicaragua and 
Pennsylvania. The tobacco in this five country blend come together in surprising ways 

creating an exceptional smoke.

Farce Original

Strength: Medium

Wrapper: Ecuador Habano

Binder: Olor Dominican RepublicOIndonesia

Filler: ODominican Republic, Nicaragua, 
Pennsylvanian Broadleaf

This medium cigar is dominated by notes of cedar and pepper followed by chocolate 
and earth with a creamy, rich smoke.

Toro
61/4 x 54

20

Robusto
5 x 52

20
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The Farce Connecticut is the second line in the Farce range and features another five 
country blend. This time an Ecuadorian Shade Connecticut wrapper is combined with an 

Indonesian binder and filler from the Dominican Republic, Nicaragua and Honduras.  
This blend creates a sweet and spicy medium cigar.

Farce Connecticut

Strength: Medium

Wrapper: Ecuadorian Shade Connecticut

Binder: Olor Dominican RepublicOIndonesia

Filler: ODominican Republic, Nicaragua, 
Honduras

Light notes of sweet tea and bitter almond warm up to show notes of black pepper 
and caramel with a woody pipe tobacco finish. This is a nutty, woody cigar with 

pleasant touches of cloves, nougat and vanilla.

Robusto
5 x 52

20

Short Corona
47/8 x 46

20
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The Farce Maduro continues with the trademark Farce five country blend featuring a 
Mexican San Andres wrapper, Ecuadorian Sumatra binder and filler from Connecticut, 

Pennsylvania and Nicaragua. This blend creates a flavourful smoke with a complex profile.

Farce Maduro

Strength: Medium

Wrapper: Mexican San Andres

Binder: Olor Dominican RepublicOEcuadorian Sumatra

Filler: OConnecticut Broadleaf, Nicaragua, 
Pennsylvanian Broadleaf

Notes of leather and black pepper are prominent in this medium cigar with  
hints of coffee bean and earth.

Corona Papi Chulo
4 x 42

20

Robusto
51/2 x 50

20
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From Oliva Cigar Company, Nub is a concept cigar, launched in the UK in 2009. Nub cigars are 
considered one of the most innovative cigars around. Many makers have tried to copy, but they 

cannot match the superb quality and consistency of the Nub. 

The cigars are packed with blends of tobacco to capture the perfect essence of a cigar. Nub 
cigars are the results of the search for the sweet spot’. By shortening the overall length of the cigar, 
while significantly expanding its ring gauge; these cigars have an immediate and sustained ‘sweet 

spot’. They also deliver a more flavourful and complex smoking experience.

CIGAR AFICIONADO
Top 25 Cigars  

2015 No. 23

CIGAR JOURNAL
Trophy Awards

2010 Best Brand Nicaragua

CIGAR JOURNAL
Brilliant Cigars 

2010 4 Stars
2009 4 Stars
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Cameroon
Nub Cameroon cigars are cloaked in an authentic African Cameroon wrapper.  

The Nicaraguan filler and binder are rich and give an added depth.

Strength: Medium

The Nub Cameroon is a medium bodied cigar with cedar and coffee notes.

460
4 x 60

24

358
3 x 58

24

460 Tubos
4 x 60

12

Wrapper: Cameroon

Binder: Nicaragua

Filler: Nicaragua
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Strength: Mild to Medium

354
3 x 54

24

358
3 x 58

24

460
4 x 60

24

460 Tubos
4 x 60

12

Torpedo 464
4 x 64

24

Connecticut

Wrapper: Connecticut

Binder: Nicaragua

Filler: Nicaragua

This mild to medium bodied cigar has complex woody and toasted flavours.

Nub Connecticut has a core of Nicaraguan tobacco underneath a creamy 
Connecticut wrapper.
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Maduro
Blended with a Nicaraguan long filler core rolled in dark, oily Brazilian Maduro wrappers,  

Nub Maduro is also the fullest in body among the Nub line.

Strength: Full

This full bodied cigar has notes of rich dark chocolate and coffee beans  
with a robust and naturally sweet smoke.

460 Tubos
4 x 60

12

460
4 x 60

24

Torpedo 464
4 x 64

24

Wrapper: Brazil

Binder: Nicaragua

Filler: Nicaragua
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Strength: Full

358
3 x 58

24

460
4 x 60

24

Torpedo 464
4 x 64

24

466
4 x 66

24

SG

Wrapper: Habano

Binder: Nicaragua

Filler: Nicaragua

This is a full bodied cigar with rich spicy flavours of cedar and coffee.

Nub SG cigars feature Nicaraguan long filler leaves wrapped in a beautiful  
Sun Grown Habano wrapper leaf.
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Nub Sampler
An opportunity to experiment and try the whole Nub range! 

Sampler contains:
Connecticut 358
Connecticut 464

Cameroon BP Torpedo 466
Cameroon Torpedo 464

Maduro 460
Maduro Torpedo 464

SG 460
SG Torpedo 464

Cameroon

Wrapper: Cameroon 

Binder: Nicaragua

Filler: Nicaragua

Strength: Medium

Connecticut

Wrapper: Connecticut

Binder: Nicaragua

Filler: Nicaragua

Strength: Mild  
to Medium

SG

Wrapper: Habano

Binder: Nicaragua

Filler: Nicaragua

Strength: Full

Maduro

Wrapper: Brazil

Binder: Nicaragua

Filler: Nicaragua

Strength: Full
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Nub Tubos Sampler
The full range of Nub tubed cigars are now available in an attractive gift box!

Wrapper: Cameroon

Binder: Nicaragua

Filler: Nicaragua

Strength: Medium

Cameroon 460 Tubos

Wrapper: Brazil

Binder: Nicaragua

Filler: Nicaragua

Strength: Full

Maduro 460 Tubos

Wrapper: Connecticut

Binder: Nicaragua

Filler: Nicaragua

Strength: Mild to Medium

Connecticut 460 Tubos

Wrapper: Habano

Binder: Nicaragua

Filler: Nicaragua

Strength: Full

SG 460 Tubos
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Oliva Cigar Company developed the Cain brand in 2009 to capture fans of more full bodied 
cigars. The original Cain release was blended exclusively with Nicaraguan Ligero tobaccos, 

known for furnishing a particularly potent profile. To offset the potential harshness of an all ligero 
blend (branded as Straight Ligero) the tobaccos receive triple fermentation which lasts anywhere 

from several weeks to several months.

CIGAR JOURNAL
Finest 25 Cigars  

2011 No. 4 & No. 17

CIGAR JOURNAL
Trophy Awards

2011 Best Cigar Nicaragua

CIGAR JOURNAL
Brilliant Cigars 

2010 5 Stars
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Strength: Medium to Full

Daytona offers a full-flavored, ultra smooth smoke with an excellent balance of flavours that 
include coffee, mild pepper, and sweet tobacco notes.

Robusto
5 x 50

24

Double Toro
6 x 60

24

Wrapper: Nicaragua

Binder: Nicaragua

Filler: Nicaragua

Daytona
The Cain Daytona stays true to its roots by being a ‘straight ligero’ cigar but Daytona’s ligero 

is entirely from the Jalapa Valley. Jalapa ligero is more refined than other ligero’s and this, 
plus Cain’s triple fermentation, makes Cain Daytona a medium to full bodied, smooth, rich 

and flavoured smoke.
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Sua Altezza was born over lunch in Notting Hill, London. 
While smoking a cigar the founders had the thought to create a luxury 
cigar as no other brand does. Not only did they decide to wrap their 
cigar with gold, but they knew they needed more luxury touches to 

introduce something absolutely unique to the cigar market. From this lunch, 
Sua Altezza cigars were born.

The name Sua Altezza - which means Your Highness in Italian - has  
a close relationship with the city of Florence, from where the gold leaves 

that adorn and wrap the cigar originate. Indeed, historically, Florence has 
always been considered as being the world’s capital for gold  

and jewellery. 
During the first half of the 15th century The Medici Family, were gaining 

prominence across Europe, attaching a great deal of importance to  
gold and ‘Lorenzo the Magnificent’ himself was a collector of gold 

jewellery who hugely influenced and created plentiful work for  
goldsmiths in the 1400s. 

Later in their history, Catherine of Medici (born in Florence), was 
suffering from headaches so Jean Nicot sent her tobacco plants. She 

was so enthusiastically impressed that she proclaimed that tobacco was 
henceforth to be named Herba Regina ‘the Queen’s herb’. 

This historical anecdote, added up to the origins of our gold and the 
prestige of our products, make them without any doubt royal and 

henceforth the name ‘Sua Altezza’ came naturally to us as if it was  
the sign of the destiny.
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Sua Altezza
Sua Altezza cigars are a unique blend, created with input from some of the worlds best cigar 
sommeliers. These exceptional and unique cigars are handmade in Costa Rica, then wrapped 
in 24 carat gold leaves. Each cigar is finished with a band of leather that is handmade in Lyon, 

France and each cigar is presented in a stunning piano lacquer mirrored presentation box.

Strength: Medium

Long Robusto
7 x 50

1

Long Lancero
71/2 x 35

1

Wrapper: Habano Ecuador

Binder: Peru

Filler: Dominican Republic,  
Peru and Nicaragua

The cigars are medium bodied with flavours of chocolate, roasted coffee beans and 
earthy sweetness.
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Tatuaje “tattoo” in Spanish, is a brand of handmade premium cigar owned by Pete Johnson. Pete 
created the brand in close consultation with Jose Pepin Garcia to achieve the blend that Pete was 
seeking and is manufactured at the El Rey de los Habanos factory in Miami, Florida and at the My 

Father Cigars factory in Esteli, Nicaragua. 
 

The first Tatuajes were released in 2003, and in October 2004 the Cigar Aficionado awarded the 
Tatauaje Cabinet Especiales a rating of 90, and from that moment the brand was kick started. All 

Tatuaje cigars have received favourable ratings from the Cigar Aficionado and  
Cigar Journal, most of them rating in 90+ category.

CIGAR AFICIONADO
Top 25 Cigars  

2021 No. 13
2019 No. 9
2017 No. 24
2014 No. 25
2012 No. 9
2011 No. 7
2007 No. 15
2006 No. 9
2005 No. 4
2004 No. 25

CIGAR JOURNAL
Trophy Awards

2019 Best Cigar USA
2013 Best Brand USA
2011 Best Cigar USA

CIGAR JOURNAL
Brilliant Cigars  

2010 4.5 Stars & 4 Stars

CIGAR JOURNAL
Finest 25 Cigars  

2012 No. 5
2011 No. 14

CIGAR JOURNAL
Top 25 Cigars  

2020 No. 8
2018 No. 20
2018 No. 19
2018 No. 18
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Strength: Medium to Full

Petit Cazadores 
Reserva

4 x 40
50

Café No.7 
Reserva
55/8 x 46

25

Wrapper: Connecticut Broadleaf 
USA

Binder: Nicaragua

Filler: Nicaragua

Reserva
2016 Cigar Journal Trophy Award – Best Brand USA

Handmade in the My Father Cigar factory in Esteli, Nicaragua, these cigars are handcrafted with 
1st generation Nicaraguan Cuban Seed tobaccos cured to perfection and finished with  

a Connecticut Broadleaf wrapper.

This medium to full bodied cigar has a peppery, spicy smoke with underlying  
notes of liquorice and cinnamon.
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Strength: Medium to Full

Café Noellas
51/8 x 42

25

Café No.7
55/8 x 46

25

Seleccion de Cazador

Wrapper: Ecuadorian Habano

Binder: Nicaragua

Filler: Nicaragua

This medium to full bodied cigar has notes of sweet wood, leather cocoa  
and coffee with dense, creamy smoke.

Known as “Brown Label” among fans, Seleccion de Cazador cigars are produced in a small 
boutique factory situated behind the My Father Cigars headquarters in Doral, Florida that is 

dedicated to making small quantities of the cigars. These cigars feature the same 1st generation 
Nicaraguan Cuban Seed tobaccos as the Reserva and are finished with a zesty Ecuadorian 

Habano wrapper.
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10th Anniversary
Tatuaje celebrated their 10th Anniversary in 2013 and to celebrate Pete Johnson decided to 

release a special edition of his “Brown Label” cigars. These special edition cigars are being made 
at the My Father Cigar factory in Esteli, Nicaragua instead of Miami where the Brown Label cigars 
are usually constructed. The 10th Anniversary come packaged in gold foil in a varnished cabinet 

box and feature a new 10th Anniversary band.

Strength: Medium to Full

This medium to full bodied cigar has notes of black coffee and dark chocolate with  
hints of walnut and raisins.

Belle Encre
53/8 x 48

20

Bon Chasseur
53/8 x 52

20

Wrapper: Ecuadorian Habano

Binder: Nicaragua

Filler: Nicaragua
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